ABSTRACT
LEARNING RESILIENCY:
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR CLERGYWOMEN
by
Mindy Johnson
The purpose of this qualitative research project was to explore the relationship
between both personal and corporate renewal practices and the emotional dynamism of
clergywomen within the Kansas Area of the United Methodist Church (KAUM). The
phenomenological expressions of thirteen appointed clergywomen revealed that
connection and attunement are common terms in expressing an experience of shalom.
Terminology seems to have shifted dramatically from traditional Trinitarian formulations
to this connection and attunement model. Using Wesley’s Means of Grace as a model
rule of life, this study found that spiritually formative practice can aid in the resolution of
spiritual crises so that dynamism can be experienced. Recommendations concerning
seminary classes and KAUM intervention possibilities were made.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Effective practices of spiritual formation can lead women to experience
dynamistic living. Dynamism, a term evolving into psychosocial studies from scientific
conversation, refers to the force of energy present in a system. In this study, dynamism
describes a state of being present in clergywomen which exhibits strength, vibrancy and
an ability to marshal emotional and spiritual forces to provide resilience in times of both
challenge and joy. In the self-system of a clergywoman, a daily formative routine, also
called a rule of life, can provide coping mechanisms for experiencing the milieu of her
life situations and roles with emotional dynamism.
While I am not a feminist, I am personally aware of the draining environs within
which clergywomen experience life. The review of the literature notes that women often
participate in systems that seek or claim inclusivity in their policies but struggle with the
actual practice of living out such inclusive policies. This gap between policy and practice
contributes to the stress and strain that clergywomen experience within the institutional
life of the church.
This study set out to discover and explore the environment in which and by which
women in general and clergywomen, in particular, are formed. In the process, this study
discovered social issues and environments throughout the world that are damaging to
women’s well-being. Such issues include female slavery and infanticide practices still
legal in North Africa and India (Macionis 92). In Africa, Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) kills more women each year than men. Offenses against women such
as abuse, rape, and abandonment continue to present enormous difficulties for women
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around the globe. In the United States, women working full-time earn an average of
seventy-three cents for every dollar earned by their male counterparts (87). Women in
every nation are experiencing a world of violence and devaluation.
According to the United Methodist Committee on the Status and Role of Women
(COSROW), a study of a specific number of United Methodist clergywomen in
Washington, DC shows that pay scales of male and female clergy are unequal and that
this gap increases with time in ministry (“COSROW”). The gender ratio of those earning
$50,000 per year is five males to 2.7 females. The gender ratio of those earning $70,000
per year is three males to one female. Barbara Brown Zikmund, Adair Lummis, and
Patricia Mei Yin Chang also indicated “a 9 percent difference between the salaries of
clergywomen and clergy men” (73). Interestingly, clergywomen who are reared in a
patriarchal society often report that married men need higher salaries than married
women (McDuff 5). This pay inequity seems related to another complaint frequently
lodged by clergywomen, namely, men are often considered more desirable for the top
pastoral posts (“Number of Women” 1). Census figures quoted in Jet Magazine show that
although 12 percent of clergy members are women and 13 percent of U. S. senators are
women, there exists a fundamental disconnect in the shaping of opportunities for
women’s leadership. This trend is especially evident in churches. Males simply have
more career choices available to them in the organized church.
The Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA) asked the survey question: “What are
issues of concern to Presbyterian clergywomen?” (“clergywomen’s Experiences”). The
answers to that question netted 75 percent of respondents listing four major concerns: (1)
discrimination in the call process, (2) relocation issues, (3) burnout, and (4) self-care.
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Beyond those four issues, respondents noted other challenges such as proper day
care, low pay for pastors in general, even lower pay for women pastors, unequal terms of
employment, and authority issues in local churches. The study included two conflicting
responses by clergywomen on the value of traditionally male qualities in leadership. One
claimed discrimination for having traditionally male qualities, while the other felt
pressure because she did not have traditionally male qualities. According to one
respondent quoted in that study, “[m]ale power is still viewed as more valuable than
female power” (“clergywomen’s Experiences”).
The United Methodist clergywomen’s Retention Study (UMCRS) collected
personal comments regarding women’s reasons for joining and leaving ministry. The
study found an average attrition rate of 42.2 percent in the Kansas Area of the United
Methodist Church, the area that is the locus of this study. The comments in that study
cover a number of important issues, several of which are salient to this study. A total of
74 percent of UMCRS respondents noted negative experiences with their respective
annual conferences, which included a lack of support from all hierarchical levels: local
church boards, district superintendent, cabinet, and bishop. Some of the complaints were
heartrending. One unmarried clergywoman was told not to marry in order to remain
successful. Another woman was appointed with a particular salary in her contract,
however, the contract offer was lowered when the church found out the gender of the
appointee. Many women noted pressures attendant with multiplex roles, those times
when roles overlap between congregants and pastors as when the pastor’s mechanic is
also a church member, as well as a lack of time for self-care.
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These life stories suggest no easy answers for a system and society that defines
value according to a person’s biology. For the previously mentioned reasons, the overall
consideration of this study is as follows: Can effective spiritual formation practices help
clergywomen experience a life of dynamism in connection with God, even in a
potentially negative environment?
Herstory
Living in a potentially negative environment takes a toll on a woman’s spirit. The
following research posits that connecting with God through disciplined formative practice
can help temper the internalization and emotional depletion of environmental negativity.
Although Leslie J. Francis and Mandy Robbins have completed research that locates
clergy job satisfaction more in personality factors than environment, much more study is
needed. They suggest that some personality types will experience more negative affect
and less emotional resilience due solely to their personality type even in environments
that subjects claim are satisfying. Of female clergy in this study, eighty eight percent
reported they were satisfied or very satisfied with their ministerial setting. Around onethird still reported thinking of quitting ministry, and about one quarter noted they
considered seeking other employment (441-42). Even as they considered quitting
ministry, clergywomen did not report dissatisfaction. Clergywomen have been devalued
by systems, hierarchies, husbands, salary caps and even self-concept. This silences the
voice of clergywomen and exacts a spiritual toll on them. Several stories illustrate this
point:
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Mary was suffering a disconnection from God. This disconnection became
problematic when she received a strong call that was questioned by her denominational
hierarchy:
Mary had always wanted to be a clergywoman. Unfortunately, she had run
into roadblock after roadblock in her conservative denomination. The
latest had been a referral to pastoral counseling so that “she might find and
come to terms with her true vocation.” Mary no longer knew what “true”
was, and she felt abandoned by the very God who had called her into
service. She felt that she had no direction in her life. (Glaz and Moessner
146)
In this case, a recommendation for counseling seems to suggest that Mary was exhibiting
an emotional or psychological defect. In exploring the relationship between formative
practice and dynamism, this research seeks an inverse of Mary’s story, a way to remain
connected to God in the face of these negative voices.
Clergywomen who are ordained and appointed to the same church for long
periods of time can also face negative messages from church and community. These
messages can be related to gender, marital status, sexual orientation, and even clothing
choices. Clergywomen are often told that the difficulties they face are their own fault or
the fault of some life situation. Mixed messages were given to this divorced Clergy
Woman:
A clergywoman had received awards for excellence and a series of
promotions in her church system but was forced out of her position soon
after her divorce and turned down for other positions within her
denomination. She was later told (by insiders) that her divorce would not
have hurt her career if her husband had abandoned her and their preteen
child or if he was an adulterer, batterer or drug addict. There had been no
scandal, however; she and her husband, after a great deal of thought,
simply decided to divorce because they were not in love with each other.
The church found this unacceptable. Further, her divorce still might not
have been a problem if she had been dowdy, obese, or a safe-looking
sixty-year-old. But she was in her early thirties and very attractive.
Finally, she was too successful. She was told that if she had not attained
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such a significant position in her denomination, she might have been
forgiven for the divorce, at least after a time. (Zikmund, Lummis and
Chang 43)
Some church representatives, both from the denominational hierarchy and from the laity,
seem comfortable sharing evaluative comments. Clergywomen caught in such a
confusing evaluative cycle can experience burnout, frustration and depression, loss of
faith, and other symptoms.
Emotional Depletion
Emotional depletion is the term I use to capture the burnout, frustration and
depression that plagues many clergywomen. This section discusses the idea that events in
life can emotionally deplete women. When persons are depleted, they have difficulty
maintaining the energy required to live effectively. This research considered specific
ways clergywomen experience this depletion. Depletion is an important topic for this
study because Daniel Goleman links emotional depletion, or distress, to increased illness,
depression, chronic pain, and disease (175). Any of Goleman’s factors could lead to a
less dynamistic life for a clergywoman.
The term burnout originally was coined to express the great expulsion of energy
blazed out in blue flame from a rocket engine’s exhaust as it uses the last available fuel.
Overly energetic persons are given the pejorative title, “blue-flamers,” indicating that
such persons are expected to run out of gas before accomplishing a long-range goal.
Clergywomen are at high risk for burnout. They enter the open door of ministry believing
it is really open with “high ideals, enormous optimism, idealism,…and a commitment to
help people” (Grosch and Olsen 619). Those expectations set clergywomen up for
discouragement and despair as they are emotionally depleted, giving to others without
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acclaim or assistance until they run dangerously low on spiritual fuel. Clergywomen give
too much, do not take proper steps for self-care, and then experience physical and
emotional exhaustion. This present study uses the term emotional depletion because
burnout overstates the case of many clergywomen. For example, an average 42.2 percent
of clergywomen in the Kansas Area leave local church ministry, yet 58 percent stay in the
local church (“United Methodist Clergywomen”). One may assume this 58 percent
struggle with depletion, but they do not quit. This study uses the term emotional depletion
to describe the 58 percent who would be left out in a discussion focused only on burnout.
Many factors contribute to depletion. Overfunctioning in an unhealthy interplay
between self and system leaves spiritual wells feeling dry (Grosch and Olsen 260).
Women often note that being told to find balance is just another in a long list of items on
their to-do lists (263). Michael Jinkins lists futility, emptiness, and cynicism as feelings
that can become overwhelming for idealistic pastors. Professional caregivers can
experience compassion fatigue when a large number of critical events requiring
compassion overload their ability to respond (Darling, Hill, and McWey 263). Carol
Anderson Darling, E. Wayne Hill, and Lenore M. McWey’s research also indicates that
loneliness and the ability to compromise in marital relationships can be an intervening
factor in development of compassion fatigue (262).
These critical events are amplified when experienced by women because gender
role expectations, though not explicitly spelled out in “faith statements and creeds, are
manifest in the practices, grammar and rhetoric of church and community” (Darling, Hill,
and McWey 48). Darling, Hill, and McWey also note that “[e]ven in communities that
articulate commitments to gender equality, decisions and practices sometimes betray
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different assumptions and beliefs” (178). These specific stressors for clergywomen are a
hybrid of esteem issues arising from societal situations spliced with all the issues that
cause burnout in all the caring professions. Such issues include, isolation, overwork,
under appreciation, and depression. Howard Clinebell’s checklists are helpful indicators
for assessing burnout and a sense of well-being, which is one primary outward sign of
inward dynamism. Elaine McDuff relates that women have a higher intrinsic level of
religiousness than men, and perhaps this religiousness keeps expressions of satisfaction
higher for clergywomen than clergymen in studies (16). This research considered the
relationship between establishing disciplined practices and the enhancement of positive
internal messages. These positive messages may result in increased dynamism as opposed
to emotional depletion within the lives of clergywomen who are struggling in negative
environments.
In the preface of the “United Methodist Clergy Retention Study,” a member of the
transcription team described her inner experiences prompted by transcribing
clergywomen’s stories of their experiences. By hearing the actual voices of hurting
women, she began to understand the promise and the pain of women who serve God’s
church. She writes that these promising voices have been silenced. This research was
conceived in the reading of this Preface:
THE OPPRESSIVE SILENCE OF THE PROMISING, BRIGHT
VOICES
Last year I had the opportunity to hear the stories of thirty women who
were interviewed for this study. When I accepted this assignment, which
was in itself a call of sorts, I was not prepared for the emotional
rollercoaster that lay waiting on those tapes which arrived in a box at my
door.
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The process of transcribing the interviews was similar in some
respects to providing pastoral psychotherapy: I did a lot of listening and
empathizing with the storyteller. The frustration, however, lay in being
unable to respond, to provide support, to be present for these women, most
of whom clearly had a great need for that. The consistent theme of
isolation was almost overwhelming and was evidenced over and over by
the stories which were waiting to spill forth. Someone had asked the right
question, and the answers came in torrents.
As I listened to the stories one by one, I felt as though I was
journeying with each woman. The experiences shared by each were
touching, hopeful, funny, infuriating, incredible, and at times,
unbelievably sad. I must say that the depth of the pain many women
expressed about their experiences in ordained ministry were at times
unbearable and I would have to stop for a bit and do something else. Some
of the stories filled me with rage. Sometimes, when someone told a story I
found funny to the point where I laughed out loud, I would play it a few
times just to keep laughing. Some women were incredibly inspiring to
listen to, as they described their understanding and practice of ministry. It
was impossible not to become attached to each one, and I felt a certain
sadness at the end of each interview, in the same way that one feels sad
when you finish a book you really like.
I was slow at transcribing, and the tapes took me a long time. During
this process, I lived with the stories I heard. I heard them the loudest when
I went to worship on Sundays. I was struck most by the oppressive silence
of the promising, bright voices who had left local church ministry. I
thought of the gifts and graces the church was losing out on because of its
fear of change. One phrase kept coming to my mind when I would think of
women leaving: the gifts of God for the people of God are being rejected.
These gifted women were exiting for a multitude of reasons, not the least
of which was that the people did not seem able or willing to hear the
prophetic voices of women in ministry.
So now I and the others who conducted, transcribed, and read these
interviews are keepers of the stories, and the analysis of what was said is
now passed on to the readers: clergy, laity, and church authorities. The
tapes have been destroyed, those particular voices now silent. It’s a pity,
because the wealth found there was truly beautiful. It was a privilege to
walk, albeit silently, through the valleys and over the mountaintops with
these women. It was an experience I will always remember and one for
which I am grateful. I hope that the gifts and graces of those answering
God’s call will be seen, heard, and cherished by the whole church.
These sad stories represent only a few of the stories told by the clergywomen of the
United Methodist Church.
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The voices of clergywomen are heard and unheard as they walk through the
mountains and valleys of a church system that has been established within the social
environment, including the construction of gender roles and values. When such social
constructs are encouraging, persons can accomplish great things. When such social
constructs are effacing, isolation and self-protection result, silencing promising voices in
order to save what is left of broken hearts. Effective formational disciplines may hold
such wounded hearts together while society pursues a more equitable social construction.
Problem
Clergywomen face complex stressors that often compel them to leave local
church ministry. Often, denominational leadership fails to offer emotional, spiritual, and
physical support, and local church members can have prejudicial understandings of the
minister in general and the female minister in particular. Additionally, clergywomen are
facing discrimination in congregations because church members are so acculturated to
maleness as a pastoral trait that they have a difficult time reconciling the images of
minister and woman. The “United Methodist Clergywomen’s Retention Study” found
that “60 percent of the reasons cited by exiting clergywomen concerned systemic issues
within The United Methodist Church.” The most negative systemic observations noted by
participants related to appointment issues and district superintendents. The stressors
encountered in a clergywoman’s life include a great variety of topics that cross over the
multiple environments within which she exists. Attempting to define the complexity and
possible combinations of these many factors begins to illustrate the breadth of the
problem.
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These previously mentioned issues negatively affect the sense of well-being in a
clergywoman’s life. She must exhibit resilience in order to maintain emotional
equilibrium while dealing with multiple levels of resistance in and through her cultural
environment. Gender and gender roles create many of these levels of resistance. Elaine
Storkey claims gender is a social construct and is also an interpretation of that construct.
Gendered behavior is recognized as the “interplay of many different social constructions”
(71).
Storkey approaches the definition of gender roles historically beginning with the
relative stability of the 1950s and breaking it into three categories:
1. Premoderns who experience life in a given reality,
2. Moderns who add social construction as a component of the given reality, and
3. Postmoderns who see the interweaving of construct and reality as relative
matters.
Premodernity held that biology dictated gender roles and these roles were
nonnegotiable (Storkey 27). The position causes difficulty by reducing human
complexity to simple biology (28). Modernity provided a “rebellion against biological
essentialism” (35). In the 70s feminists broke into two camps: one focusing on equality
and one focusing on difference (46). Equality sought redefinition of cultural biases;
difference sought to eliminate biological issues that separate the sexes through gendered
roles. Postmodernity holds that no essential biological nor essential social elements
exists. All the elements of the gender debate are constructed realities located in culture
with all its attendant complexities (48-50).
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Storkey notes at length that discourse shapes reality (53). “Our definitions do
more than just denote difference; they evaluate it along male lines” (33). Some women
have submitted to masculine-neutral discourse and culture, thereby giving away the
power to name self, history, oppression, and current location (56). Others have claimed
the freedom to define their individual identity in this milieu of socioreligious factors.
Because women lack unity in their responses to this reality-shaping conversation,
ambiguity and uncertainty exist as to what transformational realities are being sought or
achieved for society at large (58).
Storkey asserts when one begins with an acceptance of God as the foundation of
all things and continues with the Bible as a revelation of who one is, a very different
gender construct is arrived at than any of the three categories have to offer. She suggests
these four as Christian paradigms: (1) male and female have some similarities and are
treated equally in some texts, (2) male and female have some differences and are treated
differently in some texts, (3) male and female experience complimentarity, fitting
together to fulfill something incomplete in the other, (4) male and female are united in the
image of God so that a person’s deepest experience is found in the experience of union
(129-31). 1
Storkey’s notion that gendered behavior results from the many social situations
people experience leads to the conclusion that there exists as many ways to conceptualize
or create gender roles as people and/or situations. Due to this enormous breadth of
possibilities, this study adopted three propositions to express one postmodern gender

1

I have questions regarding Storkey’s views on complimentarity and union, in part, due to Paul’s
admonition in 1 Corinthians 7 to stay unmarried if one is not burning with lust. Obviously, as Storkey and I
both base our thoughts in the Bible, room for discourse still exists.
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construct. First, gender is a concept. Second, gender and self are different. Third, gender
affects self.
Gender is a concept. Gender is the manner in which a society attaches meaning to
persons based on the biological distinction between female and male. John J. Macionis,
basing his research upon U. S. census figures, identifies gender values as a product of
socialization. As such, Macionis notes that caregiver responses shape children’s
preferences when boys are taught to play roughly and girls are encouraged to be caring
and sensitive (92). The concept of gender is important to this dissertation because the
value of clergywomen is based in large part on societal constructions of gender. Diarmuid
O’Murchu states that authoritarian male figures (patriarchy), single-sided relationships
focusing only on the male (androcentrism) and sexism are learned gender constructs of
society and culture (17). These learned constructions are problematic for development
and perpetuation of positive self-image and emotional resilience in clergywomen.
Gender is not self. Some researchers argue that self can be developed, while
others assert that only one’s conscious understanding of the self can be altered (Keortge
26). Psychology has not yet found the definitive answer to the question of what selfhood
is, even as the field works to bring healing to broken selves. Clergywomen will have to
find a place where faith can close the gap between what theorists can offer and what their
own experience of living has already proven. Clergywomen must close the gap between
theory and experience in order for healing strategies to be made available, even though
many foundational self-definition issues that continue to attract curiosity are unresolved.
The definition of self in the following sections is necessary to inform a discussion on the
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ability to redefine self or, more in line with the language of this research project, to be
formed through spiritual practices into more dynamistic selves.
Gender affects self. Women develop and present self differently from men.
Women’s bodies and genetic material provide chemical reactions through which they
respond interact to the world. Goleman claims that women experience both positive and
negative emotions more strongly than men do, leading to his conclusion that proficiency
in emotional competencies would more dramatically increase a woman’s sense of
dynamic energy (50).
Emotional Bodies
In his book, Goleman proposes that emotional processes are as integral to rational
thought as reasoning processes are to emotional ability. Goleman’s main argument holds
that the brain is responsible for thought as well as emotion, and the harmonizing of these
two intertwined brain systems (head and heart) can contribute to success in social
experiences. Goleman defines this success throughout the text as energetic, satisfied, and
even happy living. Goleman says genes determine the thermostat settings with which
people face life, but the brain circuits that tie into that thermostat can be enhanced to alter
how the thermostat is acted upon (xxiii). Happiness creates biological changes in the
brain centers that inhibit negative feelings and increase energy (7). The limbic system is
an emergency response that can hijack all the body’s functions in order to respond to
threats. “Working memory” describes the function within the neocortex that allows
informational intake, process, and response. High levels of emotion can commit a neural
hijack through the limbic system by disrupting the connections that allow the neocortex’s
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working memory to function. The end result of these “hijackings” is the experience of an
inability to think clearly during highly stressful times.
Goleman’s research becomes relevant for this study in consideration of daily
spiritual practices as method for a healthy rewriting of emotional responses to attain
greater dynamism. The neocortex also adds the nuance of language to emotional
responses that arise in the limbic system. Either system, neocrotex or limbic, can react,
but both, mutually, are necessary for a response (52). When memories are given words,
they are brought under the logical reasoning of the neocortex rather than becoming
emergency reactions isolated in the limbic system (212). Responses are shaped as
combinations of experiences, memory, and language by the neocortex. Goleman calls
these shaped responses emotional competencies (I use the term self-competencies) and
holds that they can be learned, adding that people are “more likely to be content and
effective in their lives” with increased emotional competencies (213). This research
explores the relationship between the particular practicing of John Wesley’s means of
grace and increased dynamism, which might likely include increased emotional (or self-)
competencies.
Embodied Cognition
Goleman defines reasoning and emotion as dual processes arising from the body.
The terminology for this movement toward an epistemology that includes reason and
emotions is embodied cognition. Anthropology affirms that people are located culturally,
historically, and socially. Embodied cognition recognizes that people are also situated
biologically. The chemical processes at work within bodies affect the experience of and
relation to epistemological, theological, physical, and psychic processes. According to C.
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Margaret Hall, urges for survival and self-fulfillment prove a connectedness in all things
(13). That all humans are connected seems almost like a mantra in contemporary life.
Embodied cognition recognizes that persons are not only interconnected with each other,
but each person is also an intra-connected organism coordinating human/divine,
body/mind/spirit, and past/present/future systemic experiences. All cognition is embodied
in these ways; therefore, humans are affected by many interconnecting and intraconnecting factors including but not limited to environment, relationships, biological
processes, and chemical processes. Embodied cognition also names the interrelationships
of body and thought within a particular time/space context; therefore, where and when
people experience things has bearing on how they conceptualize those experiences.
Embodied cognition is a widely used term that can be found in robotics, linguistics,
mathematics, philosophy, physics, and even developmental psychology, anywhere the
relationship of logic and response interrelate.
Embodied cognition becomes central to a discussion of the relationship between
increased dynamism and the means of grace because clergywomen develop both within
themselves and within environments. Emily Enders Odom notes that clergy in women’s
bodies seek “[t]o be faithful to Christ and allow our hearts and minds to be renewed by
the Holy Spirit, and allow ourselves to be seen and to see ourselves as God’s daughters.”
Clergywomen seek renewal by God in bodies that have little value in many segments of
society. Because what is “male” has been assumed to be normative for men and women,
little necessity exists to establish a men’s or women’s way that has more or less value
than that of the other gender. Instead, I will fall back on the words of Florence Denmark
and Michele A. Paludi and note the obvious: “[T]he psychology of women should treat
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women as the norm” (xviii). This study treats clergywomen as the norm and considers the
difficulties of clergywomen as the norm. Further, this study focused on the use of or lack
of effective spiritual practices on the dynamism of clergywomen who are trying to thrive
in a social situation that defines them as less than men.
Embodied Education
Mary Field Belenky and her coauthors took this same bold step in understanding
women’s self-development by choosing to consider only women’s responses in their
research. As a result these researchers discover the relational aspect of women’s lives and
the different ways women live out their embodied cognition. Further, Belenky and her
colleagues uncover the male-dominated pedagogy intrinsic to many educational
structures in the U. S. When women experience difficulty learning in these pro-masculine
environments, they are perceived as less effective and, therefore, less valuable than their
male counterparts at all educational levels. Thus, experience and intuition, the primary
motivators in a woman’s way, according to Belenky et al., are devalued and female
voices are thereby silenced. Stephen Webb supports this finding, writing, “[W]omen
certainly have been silenced by men throughout history in painful ways” (69). Although
the Christian faith allows some room for experience and intuition, the structure of church
hierarchy is often not accepting of women’s experience and intuition as a valid platform
from which to speak.
Having a woman’s biology often means, then, that one loses the right to describe
and define meaning in her own ways of knowing. As such, women are trained through an
educational system that teaches many of them to perform unnaturally within maleoriented goal and skill sets. Developing effective spiritual practice becomes necessary for
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a clergywoman’s re-formation in light of this pedagogy that devalues women from
childhood. Women’s identity is stolen, and they must be imposters to succeed. Their
voices are silenced by the dissatisfaction of their colleagues expressed in snickering or
sarcastic remarks among others. Nicola Hoggard Creegan and Christine D. Pohl tell of a
Christian college faculty woman caught off guard at a dinner party at which the women
were ushered to the kitchen, thereby forcing her to choose between her gender and her
vocation (49). In cases such as these early development becomes indissolubly linked to
an ongoing reception of these messages. Belenky et al. suggest this process of linking
negative messages can be changed over time as women educate themselves differently.
Society can replace the educational system that oppresses important voices and can begin
to cherish experience as an important function of embodied cognition. Julie Cheville’s
research supports this finding, noting that “[e]mbodied cognition accords descriptive
authority to those marginalized by bodily difference or activity” (101). Schools are not
required to continue in a pedagogy that values reasoning alone and discounts emotional
functioning. Epistemologies can be explored that will treasure the differences between
the ways women and men think.
Treasuring these differences can be difficult in light of the pervasive and
mysterious nature of epistemological concerns. Cultural studies find that cognitive
development is often a tool utilized by those in power to gain and maintain control. In
Creegan and Pohl’s work, Pohl relates that while her experience included freedom to
consider theological interests, she perceived little encouragement at home, school or from
church leadership to pursue these interests (19). Creegan and Pohl add that the cognitive
exactitude of traditional exposition does not feed a woman’s way of knowing very well,
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writing, “[W]omen are used to thinking on multiple tracks at once, thinking creatively
and laterally and practically” (38). A relational thinker must apply a concerted effort to
stop considering the relationships and interrelationships around her in order to limit
herself to reasoning alone. As a result, this discussion must pursue two complementary
considerations. The first consideration is the self-competency issues that arise in response
to culturally enforced participation in cognitive-development systems that go against a
woman’s nature. Accompanying the discussion of unnatural thinking is a discussion on
the benefits of lateral approaches to cognition.
Cultural coercion. Edward Stewart and Milton Johnson Bennett define American
culture:
American culture refers to the dominant patterns of thinking and behaving
of mainstream Americans, composed primarily, but not exclusively, of
members of the white, male middle class. When discussing other cultures
represented in American society, we will use the term ethnic subcultures.
(xii)
While living in Bethel, Alaska, I met Angayuqaq Oscar Kawagley, Associate Professor
of Education at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks College of Liberal Arts. Kawagley
presents excellent instruction on the struggles within one of these subcultures:
By not teaching the Yupiaq youngsters their own language and way of
doing things, the classroom teachers are telling them that their language,
knowledge and skills are of little importance. The students begin to think
of themselves as being less than other people. After all, they are expected
to learn through a language other than their own, to learn values that are in
conflict with their own, and to learn a “better” way of seeing and doing
things.
Both subcultures, women and Yupiaq students, learn that their ways of being are of little
importance. This message shapes a negative environment where self-concept is
malformed.
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Women belong to a subculture within the white male middle class found in the
United States; therefore, the dominant culture has operated in ways that present
challenges to women’s development of self-competencies. These challenges are similar
to those obstacles described by Dr. Kawagley. There exists societal functions and
structures humans cannot control but that exert pressure to conform to the value systems
of the society within which the functions arose. These value systems create limited levels
of success that members of a subculture are able to reach in the dominant culture. The
glass ceiling effect exists because women often do not think, act, relate, or construct
organizations in the same manner as the dominant male culture. That dominant culture
enforces its system of values through cultural coercion. Within the church, clergywomen
experience a stained glass ceiling effect because women understand and experience
organization, leadership, God, faith, and worship differently than men. In church and
theological education, clergywomen experience the same devaluation experienced by
Kawagley’s Yupiaq students, since both groups are coerced by the existing culture to
perform cognitively, relationally, linguistically, and experientially in a manner alien to
their embodied cognition.
Lateral cognition. Thinking and the communication of thought occurs in many
ways. Ultimately, the topic of thoughts matters little to the social structures and functions
encountered culturally if no communication of those thoughts occurs. Eugene A. Nida’s
1954 seminal anthropology text, suggests that religious representatives would become
much more effective in communicating God to others if they could practice less
oppositional and more lateral thinking⎯as most women already do⎯understanding that
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“real solutions result from presenting the truth within an understandable framework of the
other man’s experience” (180).
Lateral cognition or lateral thinking are terms used to define a manner of thinking
that combines paradigms in new ways, thereby generating new ideas based on
foundational ideas from history and/or personal experience. These terms have arisen as
one response to the oppositional right-vs.-wrong style of thinking that arose in the
Enlightenment search for a foundational epistemology.
James W. Sire wrote Habits of the Mind in part to reclaim respect for an
intellectual life that has garnered a bad reputation for overly oppositional thinking, which
results in fighting over cognitive exactitudes and details rather than focusing the energy
of the intellectual life into seeking truth. Enlightenment thinking has led scholars to battle
over right and wrong, even when those distinctions are matters of opinion. When
discussing religious rights and wrongs, these battles can become eternally painful.
Oppositional thinking, even though it does not lend itself to finding freedom in the
mysteries of existence, has integrated fully into the structures and members of churches
in the United States of America over the past three generations. Thoughts and
communications about God have been deformed by intellectual wars staged upon
defending the right science or the correct morality. Henry H. Knight III and Don E.
Saliers suggest that United Methodists are still on the journey to a more mature way of
thinking about God and note that persons still need to “learn the difference between
making an argument and being argumentative” (85). Walter Holton Capps adds that this
deficiency is inherent in oppositional thinking, and states, “[I]ndeed this structural
dynamism is characteristic of the intrinsic relationships between all binary terms. [O]ne
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and the other are always related as polar opposites” (42). Oppositional thinking is often
assumed, as Creegan and Pohl assert, to be a male trait while relational and lateral
approaches are more normal for women (38).
Cognitive development studies considering these differences abound, but many of
those studies are contradictory. Denmark and Paludi cannot locate specific cognitive
differences in the development of boys and girls but concede that measurable differences
exist (204). These researchers list several differences under investigation: nature versus
nurture, continuity versus discontinuity, critical period studies, cultural expectations,
media influence, class and race issues, hormonal studies, and others. Further, correlative
relationships have been established among thinking, language, and culture, and cognitive
development is affected by both biological structures and social functioning (205). The
solution to the research problem in this study, then, must be shaped with the
understanding that there exists different ways of thinking about the world in which we
live and different ways of experiencing it as well. How a person thinks affects how reality
is confronted as a holistic interpretation of embodied cognition. This research explored
the means of grace, a Wesleyan expression of spiritual disciplines, holistic, cognitive, and
thoroughly experiential, as a powerful tool for shaping the experience of dynamism in the
clergywomen of the Kansas Area of the United Methodist Church.
Pursuing Competencies
Confusing aspects regarding the value of women in contemporary culture are
clearly seen in the shadow of issues brought into view when studying cognition and
education. Establishing and/or developing emotional competency within her self can
become difficult when identity formation is intertwined in a milieu of gender confusions,
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career aspirations, and household responsibilities. In the history of self-identity concepts,
no school of thought has ever favored women establishing strong self-competencies.
Aristotle writes, “For the female is, as it were, a mutilated male,… for there is one thing
they have not in [the menstrual fluids], the principle of the soul” (158). Plato defines the
soul in feminine terms (133), describes love through the feminine voice of Diotima
(Symposium), and provides excellent defenses for women’s education. Plato also includes
in his arguments for educating women difficult assumptions such as these:
For men born and educated like our citizens, the only way, in my opinion,
of arriving at a right conclusion about the possession and use of women
and children,… but the gifts of nature are alike diffused in both; all
pursuits of men are the pursuits of women also, but in them a woman is
inferior to a man. (335-40)
Plato’s experience of living in a male-dominated culture sometimes overshadowed his
brilliant reasoning skills.
Succumbing to the pressures of culture in defining the value of persons is not
limited to Plato’s time, either. Maimonides’ comments on circumcision in Dennis F.
Kinlaw’s newest publication states, “[T]hose who believe in the unity of God⎯should
have a bodily sign uniting them so that one who does not belong to them should not be
able to claim being one of them, while being a stranger” (18). When church councils
fought over circumcision, conversations were not recorded about the problem of women
who were now defined in the category of strangers because they lacked the covenant
mark. In the epistles to the Romans and Galatians, Paul repeatedly wrote about becoming
sons of God, which becomes noteworthy when one realizes that in Paul’s time sons were
possessors and daughters were possessions. Inclusive language would have removed the
meaning of heavenly inheritance from the minds of Paul’s first-century readers (Soskice
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and Lipton 190-91). In the 1800s, church leaders argued not whether God could use
women in preaching but whether women “should forsake the calling of wife and mother
to spend their lives in a masculine pursuit” (Wigger 156). Jane Ann Stoneburner Moore,
one of the first twenty seven women accepted for probationary clerical orders in the
United Methodist Church, says, “When I went to annual conference, I was sitting there
with my colleagues, and they all could vote, and I couldn’t. I thought, I want to be a full
participant” (qtd. in Brown). Goleman writes, “[I]n the calculus of the heart it is the ratio
of positive to negative emotions that determines the sense of well-being” (57). A
clergywoman’s environment is replete with a high proportion of negative messages that
occur within her social circle, church, home, and culture. A clergywoman faces multiple
roles such as mother, daughter, sister, and pastor. With multiple roles in multiple cultural
settings, a clergywoman has little hope of seeing all these arenas transformed into just
and equitable situations. Equitable situations, though, are the only ones that will provide
consistent positive and self-fulfilling messages that can enhance a clergywoman’s
dynamism. Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang indicate that the spiritual dimension of the
clergywomen's vocation is extremely important to her experience of balanced, resilient
living. Further, clergywomen need effective spiritual practices to sustain them throughout
their ministry because change will come slowly and be difficult to achieve (119). The
longer cultural change takes, the more spiritually centered clergywomen should be in
order to experience Goleman’s balance of positive and negative emotions and subsequent
sense of well-being.
Psychologists and others studying self-development are beginning to recognize
that clergywomen need certain spiritual practices in order to experience emotional
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balance in a devaluing, male-dominated world. Harold G. Koenig establishes that
spirituality is gaining legitimacy in the scientific arena of mental health. Further, Koenig
adds that the next step for such research includes specialization in the area of gender
studies (95-96). Jeff Levin asserts that existing research proves that spiritual expression is
effectively correlated to improved health (205). The combined ideas of Koenig and Levin
seem to suggest a correlation between spiritual practices and vital living among women.
This study sought to apply such research to the specific population of clergywomen in
Kansas.
Theological Grounding
This study explored the relationship between personal and corporate renewal
practices and the dynamism of clergywomen within the Kansas Area of the United
Methodist Church. Negative and conflicting messages regarding the value of women’s
contributions to church and society have the potential to create internal conflict within the
clergywoman’s self-concept. Developing positive self-competencies may help to
diminish such internal conflicts. Cognition of all life experience depends upon the body
within which thoughts and emotions arise. Therefore, clergy in women’s bodies must find
competencies that allow them to rehearse positive self-imaging, even in negative
environments, while sorting through and removing negative self-talk.
Wesley’s means of grace provide a holistic approach for seeking out God’s
positive messaging system against the negative messages that abound in a cultural
setting. Every life can be a palimpsest, a manuscript that can be scraped clean and
rewritten with more endearing messages through increased intimacy with God. Knight
writes in Eight Life-Enriching Practices of United Methodists, “As the term wholeness
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[original emphasis] indicates, healing involves the whole person: mind, body, spirit and
relationships with God and others. This agrees with Wesley who recognized how all of
these areas of our lives mutually influence one another for good or for ill” (74-75). This
project explores the Wesleyan framework or method for experiencing wholeness and/or
dynamism through the means of grace.
Purpose
The purpose of this research project was to explore the relationship between
personal and corporate renewal practices and the dynamism of clergywomen within the
Kansas Area of the United Methodist Church.
Research Questions
In order to explore the relationship between personal and corporate renewal
practices and the dynamism of clergywomen within the Kansas Area of the United
Methodist Church, three research questions have been identified.
Research Question #1
What are the current renewal practices among Kansas Area United Methodist
(KAUM) clergywomen?
Research Question #2
How do KAUM clergywomen experience dynamism?
Research Question #3
How does the feeling of dynamism exist in relationship to expressed renewal
practices of KAUM clergywomen?
Definition of Terms
The following section will define the terms spiritual formation and dynamism.
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Spiritual Formation
Spiritual formation is traveling the interlocking circles of inward and outward
journey toward the image of God in which humans are all created. The exterior life
emerges from the interior life. The vision, the action, and accomplishment of any
ministry arises from personal experience of the dynamism of Christ. Spiritual formation
requires a spiritually dynamic life of prayer, service, and study. The effectiveness of
public ministry is directly related to the energies that arise through the private spiritual
life. John Wesley preached the sermon “On Visiting the Sick:”
We are his workmanship, created anew in Christ Jesus unto good works,
which God hath before prepared, that we might walk therein (Eph. 2:10).
The walking herein is essentially necessary, as to the continuance of that
faith whereby we are already saved grace, so to the attainment of
everlasting salvation. (Intro., pars. 1-2)
People are created anew to walk in the purposes of salvation. Spiritual formation, then, is
walking powerfully as new creations in the cyclical purposes of salvation. They are
redeemed into holy wholeness, so they might become redemptive for others, so they
might more fully be redeemed, so they are made whole.
Harnessing powerful practices that invite the formative cycle is the genius of
Wesley’s method, which he calls the means of grace. Wesley claims that as people
respond to God’s grace with certain activities called the means of grace, the doors of their
hearts open wider to God’s outpouring of grace. Under the umbrella of these means,
Wesley brings together acts of piety, behaviors that draw individuals closer to God, and
acts of mercy, behaviors that entice individuals into curative relationships with others.
Wesley states clearly: “[S]urely there are works of mercy, as well as works of piety,
which are real means of grace” (“On Visiting” par. 1). Consideration of the definition of
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spiritual formation in relationship with Wesley’s means of grace, must include both the
redemption that Jesus’ cross offers to persons and the redemption that grows from taking
up that cross. M. Robert Mulholland, Jr., in Invitation to a Journey writes, “Spiritual
Formation is 1) a process, 2) of being conformed, 3) to the image of Christ, 4) for the
sake of others” (15). This study uses the words spiritual, formative, and practices in
interchangeable combinations throughout to refer to intentional behaviors that contribute
to the art of holy living in a Christian’s conformation to Christ.
Frequently, this study applies the terms ruleand rule of life to describe the
intentional use of a collection of these practices. A rule of life is a structured plan
designed to incorporate formational opportunities into an individual’s behavioral routine
as a regularly scheduled pattern for Christian living.
Dynamism
Dynamism is a term that describes the essence of forces in scientific and
philosophical studies. Clergywomen are operating amidst a storm of forces. Dynamistic
operation in the midst of these forces indicates vigor, wellness, adaptability, and
effectiveness. Dynamism is the ability to practice emotional, physical, and spiritual
resilience regardless of how those forces storm.
Dynamism is becoming more than popular terminology. It is growing into a watch
word for those who are seeking generativity, transformation, open-ended mysteries of
faith, and God’s essential energy that drives the whole universe. For this purpose,
dynamism is the energetic reality of new life in Christ.
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Methodology
This research was a qualitative study utilizing the experiential method of
phenomenological investigation (Kidd and Kidd). This method utilizes three dynamic
movements to explore the data: experiential expressions, thematic amplification, and
reflective synthesis. Experiential expressions are personal statements by a participant that
serve to communicate a major “nexus of meaning” (25). These meaning-laden statements
are closely examined in thematic amplification for those phenomena that are not only
statements expressing meaning but also statements elaborating how that meaning
developed value towards the self-constitution of the individual (27). Reflective synthesis
unites the meaning found present in the experiential expressions, the phenomena that
were identified in thematic amplification, and the cultural and social context within
which these meanings arose. This manner of study allows the meanings teased out of
personal statements to be universalized in order to facilitate dialogue with existing
theories in the field of self-development (54). The statements of each participant in this
study were processed through each of these dynamic movements.
The sample was obtained by the random selection of thirteen participants from the
229 appointed clergywomen in the Kansas East and West Annual Conferences of the
United Methodist Church (also called the Kansas Area). The thirteen interested
participants were scheduled for a semi-structured interview process. Each interview
consisted of one written response that I requested in advance and four verbal questions
with follow-up clarifications as necessary. Whenever possible the interviews were
conducted in person. The interview questions remained flexible throughout the interview
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process to allow the expression of personal experiences to lead in directions not though of
during protocol preparations.
Population and Subjects
The population for this study consisted of the appointed clergywomen within the
Kansas East and West Annual Conferences of the United Methodist Church. Each of the
229 currently appointed women were assigned a number and were invited to participate
according to a random number generation.
Kansas Area clergywomen range in age from 26 to 69. These women have been
educated at a variety of levels from high school through doctoral programs, including
various courses of study and seminar style training. Among these women, some are
married, some are single, including those never married and divorced, and some are
lesbian.
Instrumentation
A demographic survey was sent in the initial packet to prospective participants.
Respondents were asked to send this survey in advance of the interview or bring it to the
interview along with their Informed Consent Form (see Appendices B and C).
I made a cassette tape or digital recording of each one-hour interview. These
recordings were either given to the participants or destroyed following the transcription
of the tape and verification of accuracy within the transcription. A paid transcriptionist
produced digital documents from the tapes. I used these documents to code and collate
the data throughout the three dynamic movements of Kidd and Kidd’s experiential
method: experiential expressions, thematic amplification, and reflective synthesis (2527).
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Data Collection
A list of interviewees was created using a fifty-number random sample generation
and an alphabetically arranged spreadsheet of the 229 appointed women in the Kansas
Area. Telephone contact and/or e-mail contact was attempted for all fifty prospective
participants. Fourteen were never reached having moved out of town, out of state, or
simply not responded to repeated attempts to communicate. Of the initial thirty six
contacts, seventeen replied that they were not interested in participation after having
received the initial packet consisting of an informational letter, a demographics survey
and an informed consent form by mail or e-mail (see Appendices A, B and C). Of the
nineteen remaining participants, seven were unable to schedule interviews, although one
sent her responses in writing.
The demographics surveys and informed consent forms were returned by mail, email, and in person. Having received a respondent’s informed consent, I contacted her
and scheduled our interview. The taped interviews ranged from thirty minutes to two
hours. Transcriptions were prepared immediately and the tapes were returned to the
interviewees.
Delimitations and Generalizability
This study is limited by the variations of appointive stations in Kansas. The
variation in age, education, compensation, connectional responsibilities, and required
work hours was not a factor in this study. The limitations of interactive interviews are
present here as well.
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Small qualitative studies are not recognized as generalizable in the same manner
as are empirical studies. Still, one hopes that this research will be applicable for systems
experiencing difficulties in the retention of clergywomen.
Contours of the Study
This dissertation was an exploration of the relationship between effective
spiritually formative practices and dynamism in Kansas Area United Methodist
clergywomen. Chapter 2 presents a review of selected literature including the
establishment of the study’s theological underpinnings. Chapter 3 presents a detailed
explanation of the design of the study, the research methods, and the methods of data
analysis. The findings of the study appear in Chapter 4 while Chapter 5 summarizes these
findings and reports practical applications that flow from the research. The final chapter
offers suggestions for further research as well.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
This study explores the relationship between personal and corporate renewal
practices and the dynamism of clergywomen within the Kansas Area of the United
Methodist Church. Negative and conflicting messages regarding the value of women’s
contributions to church and society can create internal conflict within a clergywoman’s
self-concept. Developing positive self-competencies may help alleviate these conflicts.
Cognition of all life experience within cultural contexts is dependent on the physical
body within which thoughts and emotions arise. Therefore, clergy in women’s bodies
must find competencies that will allow them to rehearse positive self-imaging, even in
negative environments, while sorting through and eliminating negative self-talk.
Wesley’s means of grace provide a holistic approach for seeking God’s positive
messaging system against the negative messages that abound in today’s cultural setting.
The information in this discussion is shaped into two sections: pursuing competencies,
and a Wesleyan solution.
Pursuing Competencies
Competence in marshalling life energy through identity and emotional responses
provides effective tools for dynamistic living. The following section details the
interrelated considerations of dynamism, identity, development and theology.
Dynamism
Dynamism is a term currently being used in process philosophies to describe the
conceptual framework of energy interaction. It was appropriated from chaos theory and
robotic sciences to define the energy within human conceptualization and the scope of
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influence that can be brought to bear through that energy. Virginia Postrel completed the
most concise work in this field. The central aim Postrel claims to pursue is uniting the
works of scholars from various disciplines to describe a dynamist vision of the “textures
of life in an evolving world, past, present and future” (xvii). She shapes her argument by
comparing what she calls the two kinds of people in the world−stasists and dynamists.
Stasists have the goal of taming the future and keeping the world safe. Dynamists have
the goal of experiencing variation, feedback, and adaptation in life situations. Dynamists
have the power to learn from the past, try new things, and receive feedback, which shapes
the next move into the future. The driving energy within this conceptual apparatus is
dynamism.
Stasist philosophy builds mental and emotional bridges, Postrel asserts. “A bridge
is a quintessentially static structure. ... Once completed it cannot be moved” (16). They
“only wanted to manage change. But the apparatus they created provides a million ways
to stop it altogether” (23). These bridges become a central organizing, growth-limiting
device, bottlenecking the future by controlling which concepts are allowed to use the
bridge. Dynamists generally utilize energetic language to express their creative approach
to understanding. The a list of buzz words could include: open-ended, complex, adaptive,
dynamic, competition, variety, challenge, texture, spontaneity, and ingenuity (29).
Dynamists allow undesigned order to flow from individuals like birds that fly in
the shape of a V. To express this notion a different way, individuals can organize
themselves into effective groups without an organizer just as flocks do (Postrel 37).
Dynamism is based on the momentum and materials of the past, understood in the
present, and recombined in creative ways toward an evolving future (48-49). “Patterns of
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choice and insight, of action and reaction, underlie even the most unexpected
developments in dynamic social and economic systems” (51). A pattern of
discontentment and solution creates diverse alternatives that drive innovation (53).
Postrel defines her current understanding in this way: “How we search for
improvement−whether we celebrate it or denounce it, surf it or try to tame it−is the
question which most obviously splits the dynamism-stasis split” (59). Growth, in her
estimation, is the result of applying energy and imagination toward the recombination of
available resources in creative and innovative ways. Although resources may be limited,
imagination and creativity do not have to be (64). One resource that cannot be overlooked
is the knowledge gained from generations past and experience.
Postrel makes an interesting connection between seeking these creative
combinations and the resilience that results from courageous risk. Progress requires risk
and courage. When we try things, they may fail or hurt emotionally, economically, and/or
physically (72). She posits, “Resilience is enhanced by the dynamic processes and
combinatoric options of the infinite series” (74). Therefore, resilience is integrally
connected to progress rather than to control (72-75). This acceptance of risk and failure
allows social energy to flourish as “[d]ynamism gives individuals both the freedom to
learn and the incentives to share what they discover” (88). People always “know more
than they can articulate,” so when people receive the freedom to share, they can become
more energetic in their pursuits together (102). Dynamism, the recognition of power
inherent in systemic complexities, allows freedom to attempt to tap into the strength
within the ambiguities while maintaining emotional confidence in indeterminate
outcomes.
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Pursuing dynamic complexity through risk and failure requires some rules that
offer enough security to participants that they become willing to risk vulnerability. The
real question is not whether rules are good or bad; it is what rules are necessary to
promote energetic growth through adaptation, change, and recombination so that
structures can adapt and change while depending upon the foundation provided by the
rules (Postrel 116). Some leaders regulate change by imposing their value system as
normative common sense and all other choices as wrong or bad (120). Recombination
requires merging, cooperation between talented individuals to bring about new outcomes;
merging requires trusting or enforceable relationship (133). Nested rulesets become
necessary for merging. The building’s foundation should not have to be torn up to move a
desk or fix the plumbing. Some rules need to be foundational and some can be as flexible
as moving a desk or fixing the plumbing. These levels of nested rules make it possible to
count on some things and change others to maintain relationships (144). Dynamism,
because of these nested rulesets, can look stable from a distance, but, like nature, it is
always experiencing ebbs and flows of change (157-58).
Dynamist systems promote play. Play is humanity’s greatest opportunity for
flourishing and is most enjoyable when it involves challenging elements that must be
figured out. It is creativity, art, science, ritual−any human activity that adheres to
voluntarily accepted rules and exists only for its own sake (Postrel 175). Play is made
possible by established order and inherited knowledge; joy grows “from what is and what
has gone before” (177). Postrel argues that playful work allows persons to experience
even greater generative energy saying, “Play is what we do for its own sake, yet it is a
spur to our most creative, most significant work” (183). Play develops resilience that
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extends to all areas of life: open-mindedness, problem solving, and analogical thinking
(188). Thinking these words, “I like things just the way they are,” disallows competition
and challenge and ends the playful component that makes humans so creative (204). “It is
in curiosity, problem solving and play that we discover who we are” (218). These
qualities allow people to participate in unfolding the future without using fear to control
that future. Fear is most effective at murdering dynamism when poles of opposition are
established and a threat is believed to exist between them (218).
Therefore, the philosophy of dynamism claims that pursuing concepts and sharing
knowledge provides energy that increases human resilience for future pursuits. The
conceptual apparatus that prepares humans to increase energy levels can be located in
risk and courage as easily as it can be experienced in play. Anything that challenges
recombination of resources is effective in tapping into the dynamic energy required for
growth. The following section is an exploration of identity and psychology as they impact
a clergywoman’s dynamism in relation to resiliency and emotional repletion.
Identity
Thomas H. Groome defines self-identity as “the continuous and stable awareness
we have of our self-image, world view, and value system,” and he notes that self-identity
is shaped by induction into a social and cultural environment (110). Women have been
inducted into a history that devalues them in society, epistemology, identity, and religion.
This devaluation has impacted female self-identity. Faith offers a constructive hope for a
renewed self-identity. Women can enhance their self-identities by developing positive
emotional competencies through the transforming possibilities of increased participation
in the formative practices of faith. Nancy J. Ramsay, while serving as Associate Professor
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of Pastoral Theology at Louisville Presbyterian Seminary, provided a broader aspect of
this transformative process:
Faith is shaped by a dialogue with the values, norms and pressures of the
larger environment.… Congregations shape the ways persons come to
believe … how they understand who they are, and what fulfillment means
and requires.… In our time, when there is a chorus of voices competing
for explanatory power in the way we understand ourselves and the world,
simply enlarging the congregation’s consciousness of it’s [sic] story and
the relation of their narrative to the larger Christian story has transforming
possibilities. (4)
In defining self-identity, in conjunction with Groome’s research and Ramsay’s teaching,
faith becomes “the performance of construction or creation, naming and defining. It is the
audacious calling into existence of ideas, abstractions and essence” (Dantley 7).
This “audacious” creativity, lay hidden in the soul of God. By the means of grace,
people can now pursue a personal self-identifying spiritual narrative through existential
experience of God’s redeeming transformation. As an answer to the negative messages
and depleting events of a clergywoman’s life, this redeeming transformation seems an
ideal option. Harold G. Koenig and Greg Lewis report that more than eight hundred of
the research studies in which connections between faith and health were studied found
that those who are “more involved and more committed to their faith” exhibit better
mental and physical health (126). Wesley’s means of grace provide a plan for increased
involvement, an opportunity for increased commitment, and the hope of increased
internalization of a positive self-definition.
Psychology of Self-Development
This dissertation, supported by the research of contemporary theologians and
psychologists, suggests that women can change their self-competencies. Earlier, this
changing of competencies was described as a conceptual gap bridging between that
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which theorists can assert and that which life experience teaches. The following section
charts several salient points in the controversy surrounding self-development issues.
Self-development possibilities are not a foregone conclusion agreed upon by all
psychological schools of thought, although research and development of self-identity
formation theories is well documented. Sigmund Freud provides the foundation of
identity theory with psychodynamic theories that separated the changeable ego from
unchangeable unconscious drives. Carl Gustav Jung’s image of mental topography
included “original wholeness” and “potential for becoming” (Heisig 263). Jung separated
the self from the unconscious but taught that harmonious union of conscious and
unconscious was possible; in fact, this union is the place in which true wholeness exists.
The emotional energies discussed in this project are difficult to define as
evidenced by these competing theories. If Freud is correct, then people cannot redefine
their core drives and the discussion of altering dynamism is mute. If Jung is correct, then
the self is a self-realizing ideal that can be accessed, assessed, and altered throughout a
person’s lifetime (Heisig 261). Jung’s approach leaves more room for self-redevelopment
than Freud’s approach. Although Freud believed that persons could feel better and even
become more disciplined in handling basic drives, he continued to hold permanence as
the state of unconscious drives. These early psychologists were examining the grammar
of self and researching whether the self has the ability to effect its own development.
Stanley J. Grenz details a history of Trinitarian theological approaches to the
psychology of self-development. In laying the groundwork for his theological argument,
Grenz asserts the first knowledge a self gains is knowledge of its own existence. From the
basis that it exists, self begins to search for deeper self-knowledge. The search for self-
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knowledge becomes the search for truth. God is the ultimate Truth; therefore, self is
formulated by searching for God (62). Grenz locates Augustine as the most effective
proponent of this inward turning as a pathway to God, although Justin Martyr was
probably the first theologian to mention it (144). By turning inward in an analytical
examination of values, behaviors, mores, and feelings, truths can be located. These truths
formulate an image of God within the individual but can also prepare the individual to
synthesize its diverse self-concept components into a unified whole. A true Imago Dei
can then be lived out (64).
This concept of Imago Dei was shaped and reshaped by the patristic authors, but
it first became holistic and Trinitarian in the writings of Irenaeus. As a foundation for
Augustine’s comprehensive psychology, the early fathers began to discuss the similarities
and differences between the image of God and the likeness of God (145). God’s image is
present in the creation of all persons, but God’s likeness can only be restored by the
search for the ultimate Truth they claimed. Augustine developed the terminology that
expressed these concepts of the Imago Dei as a Trinitarian formulation: self as mind, will,
and emotion. Aquinas was the next theologian to build on this base when he included the
mind as a function of the body offering a gentle nuance to the formal labels applied by
Augustine.
Martin Luther built his self psychology upon relational terms that were an
incredible departure from the earlier patristic designations (163). His claim was that
possession of analytical and synthetical thinking ability does not ensure a return to the
Source, which is God. Luther reclaimed the terminology of Irenaeus by noting that
relationships exist between the image and likeness of God. Humans not only have the
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ability to know and love God, they can grow into his image by experiencing life as Jesus,
the archetype, exemplified for them (165).
Ultimately, Luther leads the reader to the meat of Grenz’s argument. God is
relational; therefore people are best understood in relationship as Jesus was in
relationship (305). Grenz pursues a lengthy trail through the Imago Dei as understood
through human sexuality but offers little further relating to the psychology of self in this
section. Grenz’s contribution to this study is: Humans who are healed of their brokenness
through Jesus are empowered by the Holy Spirit to pursue God through self-analysis and
cultural synthesis in such a way as to become more like God through the pursuit.
This present research assumes that clergywomen can become persons
commanding greater self-competencies who experience increased dynamism in living.
Persons can enhance mental health capacities in order to form “a cohesive self” and be
“able to engage robustly and joyfully” (dynamistically?) in life (Pembroke 165). Whether
life entails feeling more vibrant and energized as the result of a change in self or a change
in perception of self is less important than whether dynamistic living is experienced.
These discussions of actual change or perceived change provide the nuances that continue
to be explored by psychologists and self-development theorists. Two of these explorers,
Heinz Kohut and Carol Gilligan, offer insights for the issues considered in this study.
Heinz Kohut, a student of Sigmund Freud, found himself at odds with the concept
that people exist as permanently established selves who have no opportunity for
improvement. Early on, Kohut, in researching narcissistic disorders built upon Freud’s
ideas; however, Kohut ultimately came to a less dualistic formulation of the changeability
of selves than did Freud (Pembroke 163). Kohut claimed that self-competencies develop
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in matrices of relationships and those competencies are evidenced by a tension arc of
visible talents and abilities. These abilities arc across the polar self-extremities of
mirroring and idealization (Brems 7-8). Mirroring describes how self is formed by
responding to the reactions of others. Idealization describes the internalization of selfdefined values based on an individual’s experience of the world. Beginning in the earliest
of childhood experiences, the process operates in this manner: People act out what is
valuable in common encounters with each other (mirroring). The self witnesses those
encounters and internalizes self-selected value judgments (idealization). Finally, persons
develop behaviors that hold the mirror and the internalized values in tension. When
selves enter new environments, the tension mounts, pushing against the poles. Alterations
in behavior are then made in order to keep the self-system in balance.
Although a simplistic example, I saw Kohut’s theory at work this Christmas. My
good friend’s four year old granddaughter was playing in the living room. She went into
her room, put on a fairy outfit, and flew back out to play with us. Her father came into the
room and said, “Oh, what a lovely princess. You are beautiful in pink.”
This father mirrored for this girl the value of princess, beauty, and pink. This girl
now has the opportunity to assign value within her idealization of her self as she
internalizes the import to her caregiver of princess, beautiful, and pink.
Proper development requires mirroring from others held in behavioral tension
with internal idealization of value. Kohut’s approach holds that admiration and
affirmation can be positive mirroring that provides mounting self-system tension that can
become an “antidote for shame.” Through this teaching, Kohut demonstrates an
understanding that self-development is possible, even in adulthood (Pembroke 166).
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Wherever relational matrices develop and change, self-competencies will make the
necessary adjustments to allow the self-system to experience balance.
Developmental issues began to require more specialized research as these levels
of interrelated matrices began emerging. In the 1930s, at the beginnings of this
specialization, George Herbert Mead and Jean Piaget studied social and cognitive
development. In his mid-century research, Erik Homburger Erikson defined stages of
psychosocial development and noticed possible differences between male and female
ways of becoming. Lawrence Kohlberg, building from these early theorists, contributed
ideas and study focused on stages of moral development using predominantly male
subjects (Gilligan 13-18). Gilligan, Kohlberg’s student, expresses Virginia Woolf’s
observation: “[I]t is obvious that the values of women differ very often from the values
which have been made by the other sex, yet, it is the masculine values that prevail” (16).
Gilligan’s research values a woman’s way of knowing.
Gilligan’s perspective on human development illustrates the concept that when
women are used as the subjects of research, a very different understanding of moral
development arises. Women tend to experience life events as “conflicting responsibilities
rather than … competing rights,” and they work to find resolution through “a mode of
thinking that is contextual and narrative rather than formal and abstract” (19). The
“morality of responsibility” is different than the “morality of rights” (19). In other words,
women consider relationships rather than individuality as primary in their lives (19).
Within the church as well as in the business and private sectors of the culture of the
United States of America, women are expected to act like men in their decision making
and leadership. Gilligan’s work assures humanity that a place exists for a mature,
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feminine view and moral judgment toward the world, and this view lies outside the
androcentric culture.
In Conclusion
These pages seek to illuminate a woman’s way to experience dynamism by
synthesizing the means of grace in a cyclical, seasonal, circular manner rather than
approaching balance as a binary system of polar opposites, such as win or lose, up or
down, and in or out. This “woman’s way,” as it is often termed, is visible in relational
cultures around the world. However, the religious culture in the United States teaches a
woman “if she can’t ‘think and act like a white man, there is no room for her in this
[United Methodist] denomination’” (Bloom). This manner of thinking will not be
transformed overnight.
Although this study has already considered the measurable differences in
cognitive experience, expression, and development between males and females, the
manner in which those differences develop remains a context for further study. Theology
arises, in part, from that epistemology and is, therefore, central to any discussion of
spiritual practices through which God touches humanity. The means of grace provide a
mediated and immediate contact with the Source in whom “we live and move and have
our being” (Acts 17:28 NRSV). The voices that cultural power has coerced into silence
are heard as Christians pursue that mediated and immediate contact. Women across the
nation, clergy and lay alike, report that they are spiritually starving to death in churches.
Women in some circles are even using language of “psychic injury” to describe the
effects of sitting through a modern worship service (Winter, Lummis, and Stokes 45).
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The changes necessary to end injurious conduct towards marginalized persons will not be
brought to fruition overnight.
As ineffective as members of society have been in many areas of cultural
transformation, there also exists arenas where forward strides toward equanimity are
being taken. Some scholars are creating room on the leading edge away from
oppositional thinking toward “a total-being way of thinking.” Anthony J. Headley draws
the concept of embodied cognition using a biblical word picture from 1 Corinthians 3-6
noting, “[The] body is a Temple to be well stewarded” (57-58). Not only do people think
using their total being; they also need care for the bodies which houses their minds as
dearly as they would care for God’s temple home. Sire offers a hybrid synthesis for
integrating the totality of the human being in a way that still maintains a central position
for critical reason: “What improves the whole person⎯body, soul and spirit⎯improves
the mind” (125). Grace M. Jantzen also seeks this synthesis:
Critical reasoning need not be replaced, … but it could very beneficially
be supplemented by (or indeed become a sub-section of) a wider
understanding of reason that includes sensitivity and attentiveness, well
trained intuition and discernment, creative imagination, and lateral as well
as linear thinking. (69)
From these leading edges, a properly broad pedagogy can be shaped that will enhance
cultural valuation of a more expansive range of voices, but these transformational
advances will not happen quickly.
While these steps toward cultural and pedagogical equality are being processed,
women need to find their value in God because negative social messages will continue, at
least for a time. This study considers that the multiplicity of negative and exclusionary
societal messages can inhibit a woman’s development of Kohut’s cohesive self or
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Gilligan’s mature, feminine self. Judith G. Carr, Faith D. Gilroy, and Martin F. Sherman
found “inasmuch as [women] accept society’s definition of the goals of maturity and
adulthood … they may also come to label themselves as failures” (377). Further, they add
that these feelings of failure can be internalized as deficiency and self-alienation. Kohut’s
definition of development requires relationship between that which people mirror to the
self and that which the self defines as valuable. Hall adds that the “quality of our lives is
determined in large part by the values we self-consciously select and unconsciously
internalize through our interaction with others” (25). When a clergywoman is consistently
told that she is in a man’s world and deserving of less reward for her work due to her
body shape she can internalize negative self-value. A negative self-understanding can be
formed when a clergywoman is told that members will leave the church if she dares
accept leadership positions within that church. A clergywoman who hears more about her
apparel choices than her passion for sharing Jesus might come to devalue her passion for
Christ. Clergywomen serve in an environment where they are consistently reminded how
different they are. This research explored whether spiritual practices that might be
summarized by an effective rule of life can help such women develop capacities and
coping strategies to stay in the environment longer so longevity will allow them to
witness substantial transformations of environmental and systemic injustices.
Coping theory asserts that persons can maximize what holds significance in life
constructs in difficult times (Koenig 116). Religious coping can provide comfort,
stimulate personal growth, and promote an intimacy with God, the heavenly caretaker
(118). Perceptions and self-identity can be reframed through a partnership with God, a
caretaker who mirrors positive love messages in times of trouble. A hazard can occur in
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religious coping in that people can lose balance, between social functioning and religious
fanaticism. In cases of lost balance persons can convince themselves that God is telling
them to participate in improper behavior based on fanatical or delusional experiences
(120). The ability to practice balanced religious coping in times of emotional depletion
can be enhanced through the creation and use of a rule of life. Wesley developed a
comprehensive and effective rule of life that I will use to illustrate this method for
engaging in formative practice.
A Wesleyan Solution
This section presents Wesley’s rule of life, more commonly known as the means
of grace. His rule offers a balanced approach to seeking God’s grace as a positive
religious coping strategy. The means of grace hold the potential to bring dynamism to the
lives of clergywomen in the Kansas Area of the United Methodist Church. The means of
grace also provide an easy entry point for anyone seeking to establish a rule of life. This
study examined the means of grace through the writings of Knight and Wesley. Finally,
each means of grace practice is examined individually.
This research sought to explore the relationship between active practice of these
means of grace and dynamism in clergywomen. The definition Wesley formulated for the
means of grace comes from the sermon titled “The Means of Grace”: “by ‘means of
grace’ I understand outward signs, words, or actions, ordained of God, and appointed for
this end, to be the ordinary channels whereby he might convey to men, preventing,
justifying or sanctifying grace” (sec. 2, par. 1). Knight and Saliers conclude these
outward signs are “consistent with his [Wesley’s] emphasis on the Christian life as an
experienced reality rather than dead orthodoxy” (41). The “means”, however, are not an
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end in themselves. The end is always the awakening of openness to God’s love in
presence and persons. Claim the Name confirmation materials teach initiates that the
means of grace “help us make space in our hearts and time in our lives for God. Through
these practices we grow increasingly closer to the One who loves us” (65). Diane LeClerc
adds that Wesley freely defined holiness as love and love as holiness so that the pursuit of
one was dynamically the pursuit of the other (160). This dynamism between love and
holiness is a vital part of a United Methodist’s missional calling (see Figure 1). Holiness
and love for God is always an interpenetrating experience that alters not only the person
in pursuit of God but also the world within which that person exists. In this miraculous
means of grace cooperation between God and persons, holiness and love interpenetrate
all facets of Christian living as illustrated in Figure 1. (Wallace 132)

Figure 1. Wallace 132. Interpenetration of holiness and love in all areas of life.

Knight has collected the clearest, most concise listing of the means of grace from
Wesley’s original sermons (Presence of God 5). Knight catalogs the means in outline
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form using the titles “Instituted,” “Prudential,” and “General” (5). Later sections refer to
these means by more common distinctions: acts of piety and acts of mercy. Still, seeing
these practices through different lenses is helpful in envisioning the perichoretic
relationships within the Persons of the Trinity in these means of grace. Perichoresis is the
dance of interpenetration within the Trinity of God. Perichoretic relationships in life
participate in this dance with the persons of God while continuing to participate in human
existence. As Figure 1 illustrates, this perichoresis involves interpenetration of self by
love of God and love of neighbor through practices that invite growth in grace.
Additionally, this perichoresis is reminiscent of the relational, multiplex thinking that was
established in the preceding pages. Relational thinking has been found to be more
attractive to many women in recent scholarly studies. Below is Knight’s outline of
Wesley’s means, which is followed by a more complete discussion of each.
Instituted Means of Grace
The Logos, in Scripture and Incarnation, institutes several means through which
God promises participation by the power of the Holy Spirit. The following five practices
are the instituted means as quoted from Knight’s The Presence of God in the Christian
Life:
1. Prayer: private, family, public; consisting of deprecation, petition,
intercession, and thanksgiving; extemporaneous and written.
2. Searching the Scriptures by reading, meditating, hearing; attending the
ministry of the word, either read or expounded.
3. The Lord’s Supper
4. Fasting, or abstinence.
5. Christian conference, which includes both the fellowship of believers
and rightly ordered conversations which minister grace to hearers.(5)
The Instituted means form half the equation. For the other half of practices that reach
toward God’s interpenetrating holiness the Prudential means are considered.
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Prudential Means of Grace
God’s Word institutes universal means through Scripture and through the actions
of Jesus in his incarnation called the instituted means of grace. At the same time, God can
empower activities through the presence of the Holy Spirit that can be more
contemporary and personalized called the prudential means. Knight lists these prudential
means in the following manner:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Particular rules or acts of Holy Living.
Class and Band Meetings.
Prayer meetings, covenant services, watch night services, love feasts.
Visiting the sick.
Doing all the good one can, doing no harm.
Reading devotional classics and all edifying literature. (The Presence
of God 5)

The Prudential means and the Instituted means are the formal expression of Wesley’s
holiness program. Wesley also included several other ideal practices for grace-filled
living that Knight lists as “General Means of Grace.”
These general means are obeying, keeping the commandments, watching, denying
ourselves, taking up our cross, and exercising the presence of God (5). In a postmodern
context, I would add spending time with children or in the garden, going camping or
flying in a balloon. I would define as formative the reading of a novel or a newspaper.
Spiritual formation is simply participating in life in such a way that God is free to
transform humans into new creations. Anything in life that reaches out for God to make
contact with is spiritually formative practice. No one can be touched by the potter’s hand
without being shaped. The following section looks more closely at Wesley’s plan for the
spiritual formation of the people called Methodists.
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Wesley’s Rule of Life
The means of grace were Wesley’s method of reaching out to God in response to
grace. God has extended grace to all persons, and creation as the first step in the purposes
of redemption. Responding to God’s redemptive efforts requires daily behaviors that
continue to reach toward those redemptive efforts. Wesley’s mother, Susanna, taught him
to shape a rule of life made up of “spiritual discipline, self-examination, regularity in
devotions, the value of meditation, and wise use of time” (Partner 40). Wesley taught an
active faithful practice of the means of grace whether those means were instituted
through the word of God or in the providence of the Spirit of God or, generally, through
the activities of humans in God’s world. Ultimately, active practice of the means of grace
reshapes human self-centeredness into God-centeredness. For a Clergywoman who is
receiving the mixed messages of contemporary social structure, these faith activities
could provide a positive mirroring through God’s Spirit that will help her shape a more
resilient self-image.
Wesley organized the means of grace in two parts−works of piety and works of
mercy. Works of piety are activities that draw the individual into God’s presence and into
knowledge of God’s person. Acts of mercy are those activities that relieve the distress of
another as an expression of the redemption of the world (see Figure 1). God extended
grace to redeem the world. The Methodist does not need assurance of salvation, for God
is an effective agent of salvation. The Methodist grows in grace by asking questions such
as, “Why am I saved?” and “To what redemptive work may I apply my redeemed life?”
Practicing works of piety and mercy leads people deeper in the search for answers to
these questions.
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Wesley’s teaching regarding works of piety provide the foundation for Knight’s
work as previously outlined. Wesley preached a balance between works of piety and
mercy. As to works of piety, Wesley preached:
The chief of these means are prayer, whether in secret or with the great
congregation; searching the Scriptures; (which implies reading, hearing,
and meditating thereon); and receiving the Lord’s Supper, eating bread
and drinking wine in remembrance of Him: And these we believe to be
ordained of God, as the ordinary channels of conveying his grace.” (“The
Means of Grace”)
As to works of mercy, Wesley opens the door to all practices that aid another person:
“[E]very thing which we give, or speak, or do, whereby our neighbour
may be profited; whereby another man may receive any advantage, either
in his body or soul. The feeding the hungry, the clothing the naked, the
entertaining or assisting the stranger, the visiting those that are sick or in
prison, the comforting the afflicted, the instructing the ignorant, the
reproving the wicked, the exhorting and encouraging the well-doer; and if
there be any other work of mercy, it is equally included in this direction.”
(“Upon our Lord’s Sermon on the Mount 6)
This balanced approach is extremely helpful when considering the problem of
oppositional thinking that is the hallmark of the waning enlightenment worldview. Randy
L. Maddox writes that Wesleyan thinking regarding the means of grace is conjunctive,
seeking both/and solutions as authentic expressions of grace working within persons and
working out through persons (qtd. in Leclerc ix). The practice of the means of grace is
built upon God teaching people what important belief is and what essential practice
means. The practice of the means of grace is humbly and relationally rooted in love for
God and neighbor as Christians imitate the poured out life and death of Jesus. The
practice of the means of grace is eschatologically grounded, as persons are inhabited by
the power of the Holy Spirit, which has been proven by the resurrection of Jesus. The
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practice of the means of grace is holding the door of committed lives open and inviting
God to come in again. The means of grace are John Wesley’s rule of life.
Many rules exist in the history of the Christian church. Benedict’s rule is still
common for monastic use. The Beguines and Franciscans had ancient rules. Julian of
Norwich followed a very strict rule. Plato wrote that humanity needs “the ordering or
controlling of certain pleasures and desires” (319). Marjorie J. Thompson advises
everyone should establish a rule for their lives and defines a rule as “a pattern of spiritual
disciplines that provides structure and direction for growth in holiness” (138). The book
In My Father’s Vineyard, which weaves the realities of the seasons in a vineyard together
with necessary seasons of spiritually formative practice, is printed on attractive pages
with interesting fonts to integrate sensory events to the discipline of study (Jacobsen).
Wesley’s means provide an ideal foundation of practices for shaping this type of personal
rule. This current research was shaped by consideration regarding the establishment and
practice of an effective rule of life in order to undergird clergywomen in the myriad
crises with which modern ministries are fraught. A personal rule of life can become an
important aid to growth and self-understanding as a clergywoman experiences the
presence and person of God.
In A Spiritual Formation Workbook, participants are invited to examine their lives
and practices according to the sections set forth in Figure 2 in order to assess balance in
their lives and practices. (Smith and Graybeal 30, 83) Before defining each means of
grace that can be shaped into a personal rule, this figure may help direct thinking toward
personal application. It affords the opportunity to assess, critically and cognitively, six
overarching categories necessary for living in a dynamistic manner. Locating self-
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definition on a scale of one to ten on each of the six spokes provides a quick visual
reference of the balance or imbalance present in a person’s spiritual practices.

Figure 2. A visual tool for assessing balance in formational practices. Source: Smith
and Graybeal 30, 83.

Once an honest baseline of current life and practices is established, persons can
begin to examine and participate in those means of grace that augment the areas within
which a need for growth has been assessed. Of course, this process is cyclical and
participants need to continue to attend to renewed self-assessment. Dynamic balances can
be elusive when participants lack proper vigilance. The following section examines
several means of grace practices theologically.
Prayer. In Christian Perfection, Wesley wrote, “God’s command to ‘pray
without ceasing’ is founded on the necessity we have of His grace to preserve the life of
God in the soul, which can no more subsist one moment without it than the body can
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without air” (131). Many clergypersons overwhelmed by the busyness inherent in the
corporate style of church work are forgetting this simple truth: The soul without prayer is
the soul without air. Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary’s Jinkins found “while
pastors consistently rank highly the value of Bible study and prayer as contributing to
their personal and ministerial development, relatively few are involved in regular
disciplines of study and prayer.” Jinkins notes that between 51 percent and 62 percent of
the pastors in the Austin Theological study allowed prayer and Bible study fall victim to
busyness. Eugene H. Peterson asserts that prayer is “our primary work in the real world”
and “the behind the scenes work of creativity by word and sacrament⎯the work nobody
gets paid for and few notice but that makes a world of salvation: meaning and value and
purpose, a world of love and hope and faith⎯in short, the Kingdom of God” (36-37).
Clergywomen can choose a fuller participation in living out and living in God’s “world of
salvation.”
Wesley advocates that heartfelt prayer is possible through many forms:
extemporaneous, written, public, private, and others. Thompson encourages many prayer
forms as well, such as speaking, interceding, Psalm-writing, and presence bearing. She
encourages her readers to think of prayer as a heart-to-heart with a dear friend (32).
Seeking out novel prayer forms can be helpful for overtired clergy, because exhaustion
causes people to withdraw from those practices that might be most helpful to the
drowning soul. Establishing an interesting prayer routine can provide growth dynamism
for the soul buffeted by the overwhelming responsibilities laid upon the shoulders of the
modern clergywoman. Amma Syncletica tells of the hard work required to stoke the
“divine fire in ourselves through tears and hard work” even if the smoke causes us to
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choke and cry early on (qtd. in Bondi 109). Developing a prayer life such as Wesley’s is
hard work, but the internal fire that develops is well worth the struggle.
Scripture. Wesley has long been described by his own words “homo unius libri,”
the “man of one book,” even though scholars recognize he read extensively enough in
other fields to give medical advice and prepare grammars for Greek and Hebrew. Still,
the only book that ruled his life was the Bible as interpreted through tradition, reason, and
experience. Reading Scripture has been consistently supported and reinforced by
tradition, reason, and experience within the faith community in many ways by many
people. Within the Christian tradition people are taught that Jesus read scrolls in the
temple (Luke 4); Augustine memorized most of the Bible; and, Luther sought to make the
Bible accessible for all people, as did Tyndale and Weymouth. The faculty of reason,
which Wesley prominently displayed, as did Thomas à Kempis and Adam Clarke, helps
to interpret the Christian tradition as evidence of the great import of Scripture.
Experience adds the final dimension of Wesley’s interpretive structure in that some
things cannot be thought; those things must be done. Scripture, tradition, reason, and
experience shape a quadrilateral interpretive structure for understanding God’s purposes
to be applied to shaping a rule of life.
In my own life, I am certain that daily contact with Scripture changes my desires
and activities. In my third year of undergraduate work, I was assigned to report on entire
books of the Bible. That year I began my commitment to piety. I knew who Jesus was
before that year, but during that year I wanted to become like him. I believe the daily
reading of Scripture became the conduit through which grace transformed my desires. I
find others, particularly the mystics Bernard and Hadjewich, whose experiences of
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intimacy with Jesus’ story allowed them to transcend themselves and their social
constraints and be changed by grace. Bernard’s sermon series on the Song of Songs was
particularly helpful during that time in my life, confirming the effect of Scripture on my
personal experience of grace.
In Wesley’s teaching, the reading and proclamation of Scripture spoke God’s care
into life at deeply human levels. Wesley developed his conjunctive, embodied, and
sophisticated hermeneutical process at the dawn of the age of enlightenment. When
confronted with difficult passages, Wesley prayed, compared the text with similar
parallel passages, and then consulted commentaries in order to invite experience, reason,
and tradition into his Scripture reading practice. Knight writes, “The one character which
Scripture portrays is life centered in love” (Presence 153). Quoting Wesley, Knight adds;
“[D]octrine describes this character in all its parts,... beautifully drawn in many passages
of the Old Testament,... retouched and finished [in the New] with all the art of God”
(153).
Wesley’s openness to textual interpretation as an art form is an important aid to
considering anthropology theologically. Oppositional thinking drives interpreters to find
the only meaning of a text and to isolate those portions of a text that will support the
winning argument. Mulholland locates this interpretive difficulty as a function of
pragmatic, information driven culture seeking control through rational, intellectual means
(Shaped by the Word 48-64). Mulholland cautions that this type of scriptural
interpretation can lead to manipulating or attempting to control God’s word. Mulholland
teaches his readers that how they come to the Scripture affects what they take away. As
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an issue of theological intent, Wesley would certainly want Methodists to be controlled
by God’s word rather than trying to shape the word to defeat a neighbor’s argument.
Lord’s Supper. Maddox notes that Wesley never set up a hierarchy of acts of
piety and mercy within discussions on the means of grace. Wesley did, however, refer to
the Eucharist as “the ‘grand channel’ whereby the grace of the Spirit is conveyed” (qtd. in
Maddox 202). The Eucharist connects persons and communities in the power of the Holy
Spirit through the signs of bread and cup. Profound implications exist in combining the
signs of the elements, the words of institution, and the ritual acts of participants and
officiants that lend an added dimension of sensuous efficacy to the operations of the
Spirit. The Lord’s Supper allows persons and God to imbricate memorial and
eschatalogical promise into a collective identity at the levels of Word, deed, and memory.
In this dynamic drama of worship, Christ is re-presented and the people are re-membered,
grafted again to the holy vine.
Wesley taught that in Christ’s sacrifice persons are convinced of God’s love for
them, convinced of God’s love and communicated real presence. Of course interpreting
the meaning of real presence continues to vex denominations seeking to define: “what
exactly does the real presence of Jesus look like?” The Roman Catholic tradition calls
Eucharistic elemental transformation transubstantiation, wherein Christ is the elements
and the elements are Christ upon the words of institution. The Reformed traditions call
the transformation of elements into real presence consubstantiation wherein Jesus is in,
with, and under the elements. Wesley left room for personal interpretation in these
regards, although he clearly denied both of these approaches. Wesley affirmed that
changes in Eucharistic elements were heavenly modifications, most probably within the
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communicant, rather than earthly changes within the elements (Maddox 204). Ultimately
the Spirit is effective and the Trinity is experienced in the elements as real presence
because of the relationship between the communicant and God.
Maddox also specifically lifts up the future dimension of the Eucharist promise,
claiming that John and Charles Wesley may have even given more prominence to the
eschatological celebration than to the other dimensions.
Fasting. Addicts often have difficulty understanding how destructive their
unhealthy behaviors are and how deeply their addictions are entrenched. Often everyone
around the addicted person knows, but something about dependence is blinding to the
person who suffers that dependence. Recovery workers often hear the mantra, “I can quit
anytime I want.” Most often such a mantra is simply not true. Fasting is abstinence from
behaviors that create dependencies within persons so they can relocate that dependency
on God alone. Richard J. Foster claims that fasting fell out of favor as a religious
practice, and he supports that claim with the fact that no books were written on Christian
fasting between 1861 and 1954 (47). The ascetic extremes of early Christianity can deter
the pragmatic individualist who is concerned about the perceptions of others. Marjorie
Thompson adds that some modern apprehensions about food abstinence are tied to the
fear of losing control of the cultural assumptions by which individuals experience
meaning making (70). One of the most compelling reasons to pursue a contemporary
renewal of this discipline is to realign our dependence upon God as ultimate meaningmaker.
Successful examples of the value of fasting appear throughout the Bible and
Christian tradition. In the Bible, Daniel abstains from rich foods in Babylon (Dan. 10).
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Elijah fasted on the journey to Sinai (1 Kings 19). Jesus fasted in the wilderness (Matt. 4;
Luke 4). These examples are only a representative sample. Many more instances of
fasting among the chosen people occur throughout the Bible in stories of God’s chosen
people, the Pharisees, and the disciples, too many to list here.
Ultimately, fasting is worship. Abstinence is an absolute declaration that a person
claims and proclaims that sustenance is in God alone. For Christ followers fasting is
identifying a self-emptying practice in union and remembrance of Jesus’ self-emptying in
the Incarnation. Thompson recommends revitalizing this self-emptying discipline during
Lent because such a practice is consonant with the rhythm of the feasting and fasting
seasons of the church year (71).
Christian conference. Robert Bellah et al. writes that community is created with
“enduring commitment resting on binding obligation” (102). Enduring due to
commitment and being bound by obligation do not sound like attractive endeavors.
Wesley’s classes, bands, select societies, and penitents provided an organizational
structure for anchoring persons to communities without shackling them these unattractive
endeavors. Recognizing that the language of “binding obligation” comes from a previous
generation cannot preclude recognizing that Wesley’s small group ministry, also from a
previous generation, was much more disciplined than the loose structures evident in
churches today. The salient factors for community formation are that a group of Christ
followers develop into established clusters which then become open to inviting the least,
the last, and the lost to enter into those communities.
Communities are an important concern for the Christian minister. People need a
place to meet weekly to share concerns, to discuss formative practices, to reflect
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theologically on God’s mission for redemption, and to pray. The Alban Institute warns
struggling clergypersons with the positive correlative that “[a]mong the things we learned
… was that those pastors who cultivate personal relationships among family, friends, and
colleagues have the lowest incidence of depression and feelings associated with burnout”
(Wind and Rendle 4). Dwight Judy, a United Methodist Spiritual Director and Trainer
adds, “This sea of uncertainty in which we live our lives, I believe, thrusts each person
into the role of theologian and meaning maker. This task requires personal reflection and
conversation with others seeking to live out their Christian faith” (1). Bishop Vashti
Murphy McKenzie says that building relationships with fellow clergy members can
prevent clergywomen from being overwhelmed by “Superwoman syndrome” (qtd. in
McGill 6).
Bishop Robert Schnase contributes his view, which defines six factors that inhibit
clergy friendships. These factors are conflict avoidance, multi-plex relationships such as
a church member who is the only mechanic in town, feeling unable to express real needs,
busy-ness, illusions of self-sufficiency, and other factors (4). These advisors indicate that
forming communities and being formed within such communities is necessary.
Acts of mercy. The Didache is the earliest pedagogical system that remains from
the early Christian era, apart from the Scriptures. In the third sentence, the author begins
an interpretation of Jesus’ direction to love God and neighbor with a list of specific
activities that will lead to life in Christ. These activities include: loving those who hurt
and hate, praying for enemies, fasting for persecutors, abstaining from carnal lusts,
turning the other cheek, going the extra mile, and giving to everyone who asks (310-11).
From its earliest teachings, the dynamism of the body of Christ has been connected with
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responding with intentions of love for all creation. This response is an expression of
salvation, a redemptive response arising from a redeemed life. It is the image of a boat of
rescuers pulling a victim from the water who then reaches over the side to help the next
victim find safety. Acts of mercy are the waters of baptism reaching out to save both self
and others from the floodwaters of separation from God. Wesley writes about this salvific
application of acts of mercy in the sermon, “On Visiting the Sick”:
Is it not strange, that this important truth should be so little understood, or,
at least, should so little influence the practice of them that fear God?
Suppose this representation be true, suppose the Judge of all the earth
speaks right, those, and those only, that feed the hungry, give drink to the
thirsty, clothe the naked, relieve the stranger, visit those that are in prison,
according to their power and opportunity, shall “inherit the everlasting
kingdom.” And those that do not shall “depart into everlasting fire,
prepared for the devil and his angels” (Mt 25.34ff) If you speak “in the
name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,” may not the words you speak be health
to the soul, and marrow to the bones? Can you give them nothing? Nay, in
administering to them the grace of God, you give them more than all this
world is worth.
Wesley is saying that Jesus placed the responsibility for acts of mercy in the arena of
working out redemption. The redeemed are identified and continually formed by
behaving in redemptive ways with the heart inclined to the reception of grace. Maddox
adds support, writing, “Wesley considered present human salvation to be fundamentally a
gradual therapeutic process that grows out of our responsive participation in God’s
forgiving and empowering grace” (192).
This co-operant nature of intimate grace provides particular difficulties for
clergywomen. “The difficulty in balancing healthy self-care and responsible care of
others, I believe, is the most difficult challenge to women in ministry. Women are
socialized by church and society to excel in care of others” (“Clergywomen’s
Experience”). Clergy women need to be intentional to achieve balance between
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unbounded cultural expectations and the necessity of self-investment in the practical
conduits of grace.
Glenn Farqhar-Nicol notes that four specific reasons exist for being intentional in
our approach to ministry. Ministry is overwhelming. Choices must be made in what gets
done, even when feelings of a lack of viable options are experienced. Clergypersons want
to apply their gifts and talents effectively. “Reactive ministry” invests too much time
answering those who “scream loudest.” Jesus balanced his call to dynamic living with his
call to meet the needs of others.
Peterson reminds Christians to keep asking, “Am I keeping the line clear between
what I am committed to and what people are asking of me?” (134). Clergywomen must
develop the stamina to say “NO!” to those needs that distract from the One to whom they
are committed. God ordains first to dynamism, the renewed life empowered by grace.
Service arises from living dynamism, which passes on God’s life force to others.
Clergypersons cannot do the second if they do not remember the first. Emily Enders
Odom notes, “If your life is out of balance, you have to make a way to restore that
balance. It’s your calling just as much as it is your calling to care for other people. Listen
to the voice of God within you and take care.”
Summary thoughts. Grace is most often noted in the community of faith,
although God can work anywhere. If persons are looking for God they would do well to
start looking in God’s house. Albert C. Outler quotes the 1937 Edinburgh Conference on
Faith and Order statement on the church and grace when he writes:
We agree that the Church is the Body of Christ and the blessed company
of all faithful people, whether in heaven or on earth, the communion of
saints. It is at once the realization of God’s gracious purposes in creation
and redemption, and the continuous organ of God’s grace in Christ by the
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Holy Spirit, who is its pervading life and who is constantly hallowing all
its parts. (143)
Many United Methodist churches have forgotten this rich heritage. Some have become
painful places of soul destruction for pastors.
The theological issue is that although people are formed in individual hearts,
formation is only realized in a community. Perkins Theological Seminary, recognizing
this important distinction, has instituted daily corporate worship opportunities into
community life (Proctor-Smith 125). Marjorie Proctor-Smith points out that Wesley and
Tertullian both supported requisite attendance in prayer gatherings so that the “law”
might “drag us from business for awhile” (124). Students have reported that this
discipline of daily prayer meetings helped them establish more disciplined study habits
(125). Finally, according to the anonymous monk who wrote the “Cloud of Unknowing”,
three disciplines interconnect to shape the reflective lifestyle: reading, thinking, and
praying. Tertullian, the monk, Wesley, and Perkins seem to agree that spiritual practices
connect with other pursuits. Pursuing God along life’s journey will actually lead to
dynamism in all the arenas of a clergywoman’s life.
Zikmund, Lummis and Chang indicate that women are still “pushing the edges of
expectation and definition” and facing an uphill life journey but doing so while holding
firmly to a strong sense of God’s call (132). The formation of self-identity is crucial to an
understanding of a person’s experience of and receptivity to life-giving grace along the
path of life. Claiming to define effective practices of spiritual formation indicates a
developing understanding of the journey toward formation of identity in Christ. Dean G.
Blevins of the Nazarene Theological Seminary, in Kansas City, Missouri, invites a new
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paradigm, when he identifies practice and identity as intertwining factors in human
formation:
“[A] theological anthropology of responsible grace, where the very
practice of response corresponds to the fabric of human personhood
(creative grace) as well as divine influence (prevenient grace). Identity and
responsive action are intertwined in the constitution of our humanity, as
well as in the salvation of our personhood” (36).
Blevins’ concise interweaving of grace and person seems the most natural next step from
the legacies of Tom Langford and Maddox. Langford taught about the pervasive nature of
grace, saying, “[G]race covers the entirety of life. It creates, redeems, sustains, sanctifies
and glorifies” (qtd. in Johnston 127). Maddox points to several levels of life wherein the
response to God itself is self-formative. The response to grace must arise from and be
formed within the entirety of life: creation, redemption, sustenance, sanctification, and
glorification.
Wesley taught Methodists a new method for cooperating in the life of grace
within them. Wesley taught spiritual practices called acts of piety (prayer, Scripture,
Eucharist, fasting, Christian conference) and acts of mercy (feeding whatever hungers
exist in the world) as conduits for grace. Foster invites a return to formative faith
practices. He discusses the inward, outward, and corporate spiritual practices that are
“central to experiential Christianity” (1). Thompson adds to the list of seminal texts by
pointing to effective disciplined living under a personal rule of life.
In 2002, Austin Theological Seminary research indicated as many as 62 percent
of clergy members fail to practice regular prayer and Bible study. Individuals are creating
their own personally designed rules of life in order to avoid falling victim to a loss of
intimacy with God. Dr. Jeff Greenway, former president of Asbury Theological
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Seminary, is one such individual. He showed me a printed copy of his personal rule when
he heard I was pursuing this dissertation study. Glenn Farqhar-Nicol describes his
method that resembles a personal rule. Although Steven Covey did not directly mention a
rule of life in his book, he did include a spiritual dimension in his chapter title “Sharpen
the Saw: Principles of Balanced self-Renewal” (287-307). Covey recognizes that leaders
need to have intentional spiritual renewal practices in order to develop the core
dynamism of an individual’s life that will then spread out like an umbrella over all the
experiences of life (294).
For women this need for self-development means that the old order of doing
church must be replaced. In Defecting in Place, Rosemary Radford Ruether suggests
“liv[ing] a new vision now, while continuing to witness to the institutional church,
eventually creating a new synthesis” (Winter, Lummis, and Stokes 248). Beverly
Harrison defines that new synthesis as an incarnation of “physical embodiment, cultural
particularity, and the unavoidable reality of multi-faceted interdependence and cosmic
interconnection” which, she adds, is the most feared future for most Eurocentric
theologies (Winter, Lummis, and Stokes 230). Incarnation of “confessedly strange
character” in the midst of communities where the incarnate are but “sojourners” has been
the evangelistic pattern for sharing in and spreading redemptive activity ever since The
Epistle to Diognetius of the second or third century AD. Clergywomen incarnations are
sojourners in the church that raised them, and hurt them, and continues to devalue them
yet clergywomen cling to the memory that the church is the body of the Lord Jesus, the
Christ of God. Clergywomen sojourners continue to recognize the church is Jesus’ reality
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and likeness, which they continue to seek, even in the distorted incarnation the church has
become.
This new order must include advice from a multitude of sources. William Easum
and Thomas Bandy advise church leaders to pursue authentic experiences of God. The
experiences require contact with God and neighbor beyond religious fairy telling about
the way things used to be. Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, in their missional
anthropology, recommend fostering “holy dissatisfaction” in order to speed desired
transitions from old to new order (192). The writers also encourage consideration of the
previously mentioned sojourner model as a contemporary approach to missional
theology. People who see dynamic incarnation are more likely to develop curiosity about
new life and the source of new life (35). Maxine Glaz and Jeanne Stevenson Moessner
warn that in developing new systems and in caring for women in the existing systems,
leadership must take care to count resources honestly (153). The authors teach that
churches are in the business of interpreting meaning and purpose in the context of eternal
relationships. To say old order and new order seems easy enough, but the situation facing
churches is terrifying and hard. To establish a new order requires a quantum approach,
the ability to see beyond what can be seen and to approach death and resurrection as good
promises. Diarmuid O’Murchu says “Our future, therefore, is about peril and promise,
annihilation and fresh possibility” (193). The dynamism of new life practices offer hope
to those enduring the annihilation of dying in order to attain the promises of resurrection.
Death and resurrection are surely the center post of ministry. In baptism
Christians have died, and in Christ are arisen. Baptism is the sign and seal of new life,
and that life is supposed to be more abundant (John 10:10). Baptism comes in the same
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way Jesus told Nicodemus: by water and the Spirit (John 3:5). In water the person dies
and is reborn to await the Holy Spirit just as the Jerusalem church did on the day of
Pentecost (Acts 2:1-21). Christians are adopted as God’s own, as sons and daughters with
all the rights and privileges thereof (2 Cor. 1:21-22). At that moment they are given one
task, take up a singular cross, that in giving up earthly lives, true life will be experienced
(Matt. 10:38-39). As I considered the biblical foundations of the differences between men
and women in ministry, I realized that I was starting in Genesis, which is fairly clearly
egalitarian. They (male and female) were blessed and sent to be fruitful and multiply and
to master all creation (Gen 1:28). Even in the accounts of the man and woman’s sin, they
are together throughout the ordeal (See Gen. 3:6, “[S]he gave to her husband who was
with her”), although she is the only one who speaks. He stands idly by while she gets in
trouble, it seems, but it also seems interesting that she doesn’t get her name, Eve, until
Genesis 3:20. As I was considering these idiosyncrasies in the narrative, I came to believe
that this research is not about being in-breathed with life as the man and woman in the
garden were. This research is about baptized, redeemed, cross-carrying, fire-branded
women going forth in dynamism, in wonder, joy, hope, love, and power. This research is
about rising into new life filled with the Holy Spirit who will carry us into the Holy of
Holies.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The Problem and Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research project was to explore the relationship between
personal and corporate renewal practices and the dynamism of clergywomen within the
Kansas Area of the United Methodist Church. The study sought to locate and identify
associations that may exist between Wesley’s means of grace and the ability of Kansas
area clergywomen to actualize meaning making in a traditionally male-occupied, high
stress environment. The research entailed studying several cases and seeking a similarity
of themes regarding situational concerns, formative practices, and any relationships
existing among the concerns, the formative practice, and the continuing dynamism in the
life of a clergywoman.
Research Questions
In order to explore the relationship among personal and corporate renewal
practices and the dynamism of clergywomen within the Kansas Area of the United
Methodist Church, three research questions were identified.
Research Question #1
What are the current renewal practices of Kansas Area United Methodist
(KAUM) clergywomen?
The answer to this question establishes the objective reality that empowers the
investigation of spiritual self-development. When formative practices are present, a
relationship should be evident between those practices and empowered meaning making
in individual participants. Because self-development is fundamentally connected with
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self-image, clues to self-esteem may be unconsciously included in the discussion of deep
faith practices.
Research Question #2
How do KAUM clergywomen experience dynamism?
The answer to this question substantiates the concept that clergywomen can
experience energy and vigor even where multi-plex stressors are present and active.
Existential expressions were analyzed in order to determine articulated energy
fluctuations (e.g., I was always tired; I became passionate toward my work) to identify
relationships between energy fluctuations and short-term or long-term participation in
formational practices.
Research Question #3
How does the feeling of dynamism exist in relationship to expressed renewal
practices of KAUM clergywomen?
This question explores the relationship with which the study is concerned.
Clergywomen can experience a life filled with dynamic existential forces by harnessing
the power of the means of grace. The dynamism introduced through the Spirit of God can
carry clergywomen through those times when the environment is full of negative or
stressful messages and schedules.
Design of the Study
This was a qualitative study utilizing the experiential method of
phenomenological investigation (Kidd and Kidd). This research is concerned not only
with the characteristics of persons and systems but also with the experience of these
realities within a clergywoman’s relationship with herself. Qualitative study allows
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researchers to view the systems in a person’s life from an internal perspective as that
person expresses that perspective during an interview. Qualitative research can assess not
only what is happening but also how that event feels and why some persons feel
differently about the same events. By allowing clergywomen to speak their reality in their
own stories, this study ascertained the deeper relational connections among environment,
spiritually formative practice, and how dynamistic the clergywomen’s responses are.
Participant Selection
I selected participants by random number generation. I culled the alphabetical
listings of clergy members in the Kansas East and West Annual Conferences according to
gender and then collated so the resulting list represented an alphabetical listing of all
appointed clergywomen in both annual conferences. I numbered the names on this list
from one to 229, and chose participants according to a random number list generated
from a computerized random sampling program in the office of Milton Lowe at Asbury
Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky. I contacted those selected by telephone and invited them
to participate. Upon agreement to participate, a date was set for an interview. I prepared
and sent a packet containing an invitation letter (see Appendix A), an informed consent
form (see Appendix C), a demographics survey (see Appendix B). The pre-interview
inquiry packet invited the participant to begin thinking about the subjects of this research
and requested that the participant bring a written answer to a specified question to the
interview. This process allowed me access to both written and oral expressions of
communication.
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Interviews
I completed interviews according to a researcher-designed semi-structured
interview protocol. I developed the protocol and refined it at Asbury Seminary through a
pilot field test with six women working in ministerial environments similar to those
found in the KAUM. Due to the limited size of the total population in Kansas, a pilot test
would have unduly influenced the number of persons available for unbiased interviews in
the study. While Kansas is a large state geographically, deep connections exist among the
people. Six women in the pilot protocol would be disqualified from the available
population, as would their aunts, grandmothers, sisters, and best friends. Undertaking a
pilot test in Kansas would have generated enough conversation to bias the answers given
in the study.
The pilot sample included three ordained clergywomen, two certified candidates
working in local churches, and one Doctor of Ministry faculty member. I offered each
pilot participant the pre interview packet and then interviewed with the same protocol
intended for participants in the study. Following the interview, they critiqued each item
for reliability in format, content, and language. Their feedback was incorporated into the
instruments in order to ensure validity and reliability.
The interview questions remained flexible throughout the process, becuase
experiential expressions sometimes required deeper probing for particular participants.
Population and Subjects
The population for this study was the appointed clergywomen within the Kansas
East and West Annual Conferences of the United Methodist Church, also known as the
Kansas Area of the United Methodist Church. Each of the 229 currently appointed
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women were assigned a number and were invited to participate according to a random
number generation.
Kansas Area clergywomen come from all adult age groups and all educational
levels. These clergywomen experience marriage and singleness and even some less
traditional family arrangements. These differences were not a factor in this research,
because all of these persons are appointed clergywomen functioning in the high-stress
environment of ministry. This research question sought the following resiliency factors.
Are these women experiencing powerful life experience even in difficult environments?
If they are experiencing more dynamism, is that marshaling of life force related to
spiritually formative practice? Marital status, education, and other factors might have
exerted influence on clergywomen’s dynamism and their influence was noted through the
experiential expressions of the participants rather than through quantification by me.
Instrumentation
The thirteen participants volunteered to be recorded in a semi-structured interview
that included providing one written response. The researcher-designed semi-structured
interview protocol is reprinted in Appendix E. The instrument was developed in
consultation with clergywomen and scholars in order to ascertain the most effective
questions for understanding coping strategies used to move beyond the painful situations
clergywomen face. The protocol was field tested for validity, clarity, and reliability. The
semi-structured nature of the interview process allowed freedom to pursue clarification in
differing places according to the narratives shared.
I returned the recordings generated in this study to the participants or destroyed
them following the finalization of the data. Transcriptions were made and used to code
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and collate the data throughout the three dynamic movements of this experiential method:
experiential expressions, thematic amplification, and reflective synthesis (Kidd and
Kidd).
Experiential expressions were identified and sorted thematically. The meanings
identified through these themes were amplified to consider how these expressed themes
coalesce in the development of the self-understanding of the respondent. A reflective
synthesis then reported the developing understanding of the researcher. This synthesizing
required a return to the narrative interviews and a generalizing of the dilated themes in
order to distinguish phenomenological similarities and differences between respondents
(Kidd and Kidd 31-35).
Data Collection
The research interviews in this study were professional in nature. The participants
were aware of the protocol and semi-structured nature of the instrument. Participants
offered their experiential expressions of ministry and formative practices in order to
relieve the pain of their clergy sisters and allow glimpses of life through their eyes. I
obtained informed consent from the clergywomen participants to allow a wide audience
to hear their expressed joys and concerns.
Interviews were examined for responses related to the research questions for
which I designed the study. Each experiential expression was thematically coded and
reconsidered within the broader theme that the expression represented. These themes
illuminated the relationship of life practices and lived energy.
I kept field notes and a research journal throughout the interviewing and collating
process in order to aid the analysis.
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Data Analysis
The research questions and data collection attempted to measure, through
interviews and phenomenological examination of experiential interpretation, whether
effective practices of spiritual formation can lead clergywomen to experience dynamistic
living. I conducted face-to-face taped interviews with appointed women in the Kansas
East and West Annual Conferences of the United Methodist Church during the period of
May through August 2007. These interviews included one question to be answered in
writing to be brought at the time of the meeting. I scheduled the interviews for an hour
period, though some lasted under thirty minutes and some upwards of two hours. The
settings for the interviews were also varied and included church offices, restaurants, even
living rooms. I recorded these interviews using a mini-tape recorder. The recordings were
transcribed by a paid transcriptionist.
After receiving the transcriptions, I listened to each tape to verify the accuracy of
the Word document transcriptions. I faced a difficult situation with the existence of the
tapes. Several of the participants were extremely concerned about their identities
becoming known to others members of the conference. I found that although Kansas is a
large state geographically, the clergy pool is more like a small town. Women feared their
identities being revealed in direct quotations or through release of recognizable taped
voices. Postrel’s work shows that fear is effective at truncating dynamism whenever
poles of opposition are established and a threat is believed to exist between them (218).
The poles of opposition seem to be set up between freedom of expression and
participation in ministry. The fear effectively sets up an isolating environment for the
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clergywomen away from the ominous “them” who would take away their appointment if
their interviews were to become known.
This fear is grounded in an historical event with which these women were
familiar. Anonymity was promised to someone who gave an interview that was
subsequently published. Although names were omitted, the person’s identity became
known and a job change was required due to tension in the work environment. This
occurrence and the standard, “Every appointed person might become your DS one day,”
argument seemed to form the root of this fear of sharing within the clergy covenant. I
promised the participants who were concerned (77 percent were concerned) that I would
ensure as much disembodiment of the data as possible before its publication. I used direct
quotes wherever possible, but remained cautious throughout the process to edit anything
from the quotes that would lend itself to the identification of the speaker. Also, as part of
my commitment to the protection of anonymity, I checked the word-for-word accuracy of
the transcriptions. Upon assuring the accuracy of the transcriptions, the tapes of those
concerned were returned to them to allay their fears. Fear seemed to hang heavy over the
participants even as they spoke of the joys of service in Kansas. They were afraid of
having their identities revealed. The far-reaching nature of this fear, concerning eleven
out of thirteen participants, leads me to believe that the KAUM appointment system is a
negative work environment for clergywomen and clearly has the potential to work against
dynamistic living.
Using the transcriptions and my field notes, I began to seek congruencies,
differentiations, and themes that ran through the data. I collated the interviews into
separate document files, one for each question. I listed the question at the files’ beginning
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and then listed each response one right after the other. Through this process I renumbered
the respondents to disembody the information further. This renumbering not only helped
maintain the anonymity of the respondents but had the unexpected benefit of removing
some personal bias on my part. I had professional contact with 69 percent of the
respondents prior to this project. I am personally close to 31 percent of those interviewed.
I felt compelled to remain faithful to the random sample generated according to the
appointment list. I was quite surprised, though, by how many women in the random
sample were connected with me through our ministries in Kansas. Further disembodiment
of the data became critical to prevent my bias, or their fears, from tainting research
outcomes either through data shared or withheld and/or through the interpretations of that
data.
Once my research team and I collated the interviews into individual questions, the
data was examined in two ways. I translated actual quotes from the interviews into
existential expressions as defined in Sunni D. Kidd and James W. Kidd’s Experiential
Method, the phenomenological approach defined for this project (33). My research
review team sought out themes present throughout the transcriptions. Once I had both my
experiential expressions and the team’s listing of themes, I was able to accomplish
thematic amplification, the second dynamic movement in phenomenological examination
(41). These thematic amplifications themselves became documents that formed the basis
for the third analytical movement called reflective synthesis (48).
Much of the data could be numerically or graphically represented. I entered the
data into electronic spreadsheets, which my research review team chairwoman organized
into the figures used throughout chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
This chapter will detail the findings of the study beginning with an assessment of
the demographics findings. Following the demography, the content of the interviews will
be considered through the phenomenological approach of Kidd and Kidd. Finally, a
summary of results will be presented.
Findings of the Demographics Survey
I listed each participant interviewed as an appointed female by the office of the
Bishop of the Kansas Area. The Kansas Area consists of the Kansas East and Kansas
West Annual Conferences of the United Methodist Church. I used the appointment list
for the 2006 appointive cycle as the basis for generating the random sample. The
appointment list is an alphabetical document noting each person assigned to a service
capacity in any appointment year. In 2006, this list showed 229 females appointed to
service in various appointive locations as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Chart of conference relationship.
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Milton Lowe generated fifty random numbers based on a 229 count alphabetical
list. Using these random numbers, associated with the record number of the participant,
determined who I contacted for interviewing. Of the fifty contacted, seventeen
participants volunteered, but only twelve eventually made appointments for interviews.
One person chose to provide her answers to the interview questions in writing rather than
in a taped interview, bringing the total number of participants in the data collection phase
to thirteen. The twelve verbally interviewed participants each completed a demographics
questionnaire, which they brought to the interview. The one completing her interview in
writing sent her questionnaire with her written interview.
The participants ranged broadly across the spectrum of personality types,
although the largest segment of participants’ responses indicated that they were
unfamiliar with their personality type. As I spoke with each respondent, I was surprised
by the breadth of investment or lack of investment each placed in their Myers-Briggs
typing structure. One woman continually referred to her status as INFP as her defense
against those persons who would call her disorganized for her unique manner of
scheduling, which could appear to the casual observer as a lack thereof. Another said she
participated in personality testing in seminary but did not care enough about the results to
remember them. Although these comments are interesting, they did not seem salient to
the correlation of dynamism and formative practice.
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Figure 4. Chart of personality type.

The respondents also exhibited an interesting variety to their educational
experience. Education and conference relationship showed an interesting correlation. The
women interviewed each had the minimum level of education allowed for their position
in ministry. The predominant educational level was the master’s degree, which has been
the minimum educational requirement for ordination in Kansas. This year is the first year
in which a course of study graduate will apply for ordination. Course of study is an
optional five-year program of education wherein the local pastor may work in an
appointed position while completing a less traditional educational program. Course of
study is for persons seeking a seminary education, forty five or older and serving in an
appointive ministry setting. No one had graduated from this program in the time frame
allowed for this study.
The three local pastors in this study had achieved their bachelor’s degrees. One
was working toward a course of study program, one was in a traditional seminary
program, and the final candidate was serving as a district superintendent appointment
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(DSA) which is a year-to-year status with no guarantee of continued service. This DSA
was considering the merits of course of study but had not yet decided on it.
Those with master’s degrees were all appointed elders or deacons in full
connection. Full connection is the way United Methodists classify membership not tied to
a local church. Elders and deacons are members of the annual conference and are fully
connected through that body, hence the term full connection.
Two other participants fell outside these categories educationally. One had an
associate’s degree, was serving as a DSA, and had no intention of pursuing any further
educational goals. The other is a diaconal minister with a Ph.D. serving in a teaching
ministry. The diaconal minister category was disbanded by the actions of the 1992
General Conference when the rules for ordination in the United Methodist Church were
rewritten to bring its practice more fully in line with current understandings of its
theological task. Diaconal ministers determine their own goals for service and education
and are recognized by the bishop through the appointment list. Diaconal ministers have
their membership in the local church and are laypersons, not clergy, even as they serve by
ministerial appointment.
These disparate categories of service all require different levels of education. At
each point the women interviewed held the minimum education level for her commitment
to her conference relationship. The fact that education level correlated to minimum
position requirement leads me to the conclusion that education is a means to an end for
service for these participants (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Chart of education.

The demographics survey asked whether the participant was involved in a
personal relationship. Of the eight who answered in the affirmative, I noted that three of
them were counterparts in a clergy couple, leaving a final total of 38 percent married, 38
percent single, and 24 percent in clergy couples. According to the Episcopal office of the
Kansas Area, in 2008 in the Kansas West Annual Conference, 44 percent of recorded
clergywomen were single, 34 percent married without a clergy spouse, and 22 percent
were members of clergy couples. This comparison shows that the sample is within 6
percent margin of error in this statistical area. During the actual interviews, married and
single participants said virtually nothing about their personal relationships. Clergy
coupled participants noted that Kansas is effective in locating clergy couples so that they
can continue to live together while in service in nearby communities (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Chart of personal relationship.

Also noteworthy in the demographics survey was the average age of KAUM
clergywomen (see Figure 7). A sizeable difference exists between the median age of the
participants (53.5) and the mean age in the study (57). This gap is comparable to trends
noted in the United Methodist denomination where, according to research conducted by
Lovett Weems, former president of Saint Paul School of Theology, the median age is 52
and the mode age is 58 for all clergy. The presence of a single respondent who is 18 years
younger than her nearest peer and 38 years younger than her most senior colleague is an
anomaly. I did not see any subsequent anomalies in the major findings of the research as
the result of these age differences.
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Figure 7. Chart of respondent’s age.

I mapped the years in ministry using diamond shapes on a line graph and the
number of appointments each clergywoman had accepted using square shapes on a line
graph. I found that, by and large, these numbers correlated within one percentage point
across the spectrum of appointments. One participant took three appointments in seven
years, an average of 2.33 years in each appointment, which was the lowest term average
noted in the study. The balance of the participants averaged between 3.4 years per
appointive location and 4.25 years per appointment. On average, these participants
experienced a job change every four years.
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Figure 8. Comparison of years in ministry with number of appointments.

The United Methodist clergywomen’s Retention Study notes that 14 percent of
women serving local churches take personal leave from ministry for family reasons. I
asked the respondents in this study if they had children and if they had taken leave to
ascertain whether family reasons translated into child care as opposed to parent care or
some other family emergency situation. Figure 9 shows absolutely no correlation in this
study between having children and taking leave. The participants who took a leave of
absence numbered 23 percent while 69 percent of respondents had children. Only one
participant of those who took leave even had children. The cultural notion that women
leave professional responsibilities to rear children may be an example of those negative
messages issued by the culture that cause clergywomen to feel diminshed as they serve.
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Figure 9. Comparision of leave taken with number of children.

Research Question 1 Analysis
Research question 1 asked, “What are the current renewal practices among
Kansas Area United Methodist (KAUM) clergywomen?” The instrument used to explore
these practices were the interviews, specifically questions #2 and #4 (see Appendix E).
Question 2 asked, “Describe your spiritual formation practices and tell how they affect
you physically, emotionally, spiritually, and mentally. What is your schedule or
discipline, if any, for these practices for example do you practice them daily, do you
follow the seasons of the church year, or do you have a personal Rule of Life?” Question
4 included a written response brought at the time of the respondent’s interview. Question
4 asked, “Is there a relationship between your spiritual formation practices and the level
of spiritual, emotional, physical and mental energy available to you for coping with life
as a Clergy Woman?” This pattern of questioning allowed a comparative understanding
of the data to form between the spoken on-the-spot answer and a more formally drafted
written consideration.
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The practices noted in the interviews were numerous and varied across a wide
range of activities from traditional Bible reading to Tai Chi to backpacking. In question
#2, the thirteen participants named seventy four different practices. In question #4, fifty
two different practices were named. These practices are presented here graphically
according to their categorization within the instituted (Fig. 10), prudential (Fig. 11) and
general (Fig. 12) means of grace.
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Figure 10. Respondents’ practice of the instituted means of grace.

Participants reported practice of the instituted means of grace in varying degrees.
Every written response (100 percent) included reference to prayer, while 62 percent
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spoke on prayer face-to-face. Christian conferencing was noted by 46 percent of
participants during the interview and by 38 in their written answers. Searching the
Scriptures was claimed as a necessary practice in 38 percent of spoken interviews but was
mentioned in only 23 percent of written responses. The Lord’s Supper and fasting were
only brought up by 23 percent of responses both in writing and face-to-face. For a
detailed charting of these responses see Fig. 10.
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Figure 11. Respondents’ practice of the prudential means of grace.

Respondents noted the practice of Prudential Means of Grace more often than any
of the other categories. The reading of devotional literature including books considered
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sacred in other world religions, such as the Koran or I-Ching, was the most prevalent
practice as offered by eleven of thirteen interviewees (85 percent). Only six respondents,
or 46 percent, wrote of devotional literature. Acts of holy living such as ministerial
service, worship, Sabbath adherence and tithe were spoken by 77 percent of interviewees
and were written of by 46 percent. Following the General Rules of doing good while
doing no harm accounted for 38 percent of spoken responses and 31 percent of written
ones. Finally, visiting the sick was spoken by 2 participants, or 15 percent. For a detailed
charting of these responses see Fig. 11.
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Figure 12. Respondents’ practice of the general means of grace.
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The practices listed by participants under the category of general means of grace
all fell into the subsection of exercising God’s presence. The blend of ancient and modern
techniques for these exercises of God’s presence was remarkable. The practices ranged
from labyrinth building to backpacking, from the practice of silence to “letting it go.”
Modern clergywomen are reshaping the manner in which they pursue spiritual formation.
For a detailed charting of these responses see Fig. 12.
The written responses listed fifty two practices, the oral responses gleaned
discussion of seventy four practices. This comparison indicates that the discussion format
gleaned more information than the written responses. This indication is consistent with
the research on the relational nature of women’s communication in Chapter 1 in the
discussion of Gilligan’s work. Gilligan’s research found that women tend to experience
life events as rights and responsibilities within relationships for which solutions are
available through contextual, lateral approaches. The interview format seemed to tap into
this contextual, lateral mode. In other words, women consider relationships rather than
individuality as primary in their lives. Therefore, this interview experience is consistent
with the current understandings of women as relational communicators. When women
entered into relationship with the interviewer, they provided more in-depth information.
Also, as noted in the demographic analysis, I was personally known to many of the
participants, which may have contributed to a more relational level of responses.
Overall, the women’s comments on their own spiritual practice fell into three
themes with two notes of interest. The first theme is dependence on God as a requirement
for the performance of ministry. The second theme is connection or attunement as the
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primary experience flowing from effective spiritual formation. The third and final major
theme is the negative experience of being clergy and woman at the same time.
Dependence upon God
The first theme was dependence upon God for deliverance from the effects of
ministry. In this study, one hundred percent of respondents claimed dependence upon
God as necessary to achieve success or survival in ministry. This finding is consistent
with our research into Wesley’s rule of life, more commonly known as the means of
grace. Wesley’s rule, I claimed, offers a balanced approach to seeking God’s grace as a
positive religious coping strategy, particularly in the negative environs that ministry
presents. Practicing the means of grace offers the potential to bring dynamism to the lives
of KAUM clergywomen during the survival times of ministry. One participant said, “I
have a hard time in my appointment getting any kind of rhythm. It’s kind of like a train
coming at me nonstop.” She found a solution to this feeling through a “Wesleyan
program of holy reading.” Another respondent said, “I’m very adamant about spiritual
disciplines and how immersing ourselves in that can change our life. I think that if pastors
aren’t doing that that we get sideswiped and sidetracked and we just get run over by
ministry.” One used the word “energized” describing the times when she connects with
God in formative practice. Three women called ministry a formative discipline of its own
while three others noted the honor and privilege of being allowed to serve. This theme
was addressed widely from both positive and negative directions. When experiencing
negative effects of ministry, respondents said they were delivered or energized through
spiritual practices. When expressing positives in ministry, God was attributed as the
secret to success. Either way, dependence upon God was viewed as essential in these
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interviews. This finding is consistent with the literature review in Chapter 2 where prior
research exhibited a dynamic relationship exists between loving God and living a
ministry of holiness. Holiness and love for God is always an interpenetrating experience
that alters not only the person in pursuit of God, but also the world within which that
person exists and serves.
Connection and Attunement
The second theme was that of connection. The goal of finding connection in
spiritually formative practice was noted by 92 percent of respondents. These connections
were broadly defined. One woman described an alignment for the good of creation as a
step on her path to the imago Dei:
As humans we are spiritual, emotional, physical, mental and social beings.
Everything we do in any of these spheres is inseparably bound together with
the others. When we focus our whole selves on God, it brings our lives into
alignment for the good of all creation, and stirs within us the essence of
the imago Dei in which we were created by God.
Another called her connection attunement with God and the Spirit. In the interview
process, 69 percent noted that caring for their own spirits gave rise to energy,
rejuvenation, and resilience to face life and ministry:
I guess you call it Christian conferencing, like the group, you know, our
United Methodist pastors group, or, you know, people that I’m with, even
like today at our Diversity and Advocacy meeting, you know, that just
being able to talk with people who are doing neat things or who come
through stuff or, you know, that to me is a source of rejuvenation and
renewal.
In a similar way, another respondent noted her spiritual identity connected with others’
spiritual identities was the only way she could encounter God’s identity. When asked
about her feelings when she encounters God, one respondent replied, “Yeah. I feel loved.
I feel safe. Um ... I feel, but I feel joy and more energized to want to spread that to other
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people, to be that light of God to other people.” Each participant described ways they felt
different from the inside out when they connected through spiritually formative practices,
although what the respondent was connecting to varied widely when expressed in each
woman’s story.
This language of connection and attunement exhibited a more Eastern approach to
discussing theology than I had expected. These words may be related to my choice of the
word, and the philosophical school related to dynamism, which refers to movement and
energy within systems. In this study, respondents used the words “energy work” and “Tai
Chi” to describe formational practice. My expectations did not include use of spiritual
terminology that arose in faiths outside those traditionally understood as Christian.
Following this section’s discussion of themes, I briefly amplify these concerns on
terminology.
Clergy and Woman
The third theme is found in the difficulties of experience particularly related to
ministry service for women. In addition to the negative effects noted in the dependence
theme, several participants noted problems in being specifically clergy and woman. This
finding was expected as the literature review quoted from Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang
who indicate that women are still facing an uphill climb in ministerial endeavors. This
reality is supported by the 15 percent of respondents who named prejudice they faced in
the appointive system. One story was related wherein a clergywoman with two years
more time in service than her husband was offered a matching salary package to his. Her
husband went to the Pastor Parish relations Committee and requested a decrease in his
salary and corresponding increase in hers. Another respondent claimed spiritual
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formation was essential saying, “This is important for me as a clergy woman in that there
are many prejudices against me in my world. There are people out there who do not
believe that women should lead the church.”
These prejudicial comments and events are amplified when experienced by
women because gender role expectations, though not explicitly spelled out in “faith
statements and creeds are manifest in the practices, grammar and rhetoric of church and
community” (Darling, Hill, and McWey 48). Darling, Hill and McWey also note “Even
in communities that articulate commitments to gender equality, decisions and practices
sometimes betray different assumptions and beliefs” as was true for the clergy couple
with salary inequities (178) . These specific stressors for clergywomen are further
amplified by isolation, overwork, underappreciation, and depression. The role
expectations for a professional woman include a multidimensional structure of
relationships that require substantial emotional energy to maintain. Of the participants in
this study 23 percent found their role expectations to be emotionally draining as mother,
wife, pastor, counselor, etc. One woman reminisced about missing her children’s growing
up years while sitting in meetings she believed to be important at the time. She relates, “I
thought I had something important to do ... now I can tell you everything I missed, but I
can’t remember what the silly meetings were about.” Only one woman discussed her own
desire for success as a problem, defining her drivenness as “arrogant, self-centered and
destructive at its worst. At its best it is my greatest strength.” In the three categories 77
percent of respondents expressed a need for active spiritual practices to overcome the
energy drains and negativity inherent in living their lives.
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Terminology
An interesting note on terminology arose while collating the data. Only three of
thirteen participants mentioned Jesus in their discussion of formative practice, four
named the Holy Spirit, and eleven mentioned God. Two women did not mention any
person of God in their conversation or written answers regarding their formative spiritual
practice. This pattern can be translated into percentages as follows: 23 percent named
Jesus, 31 percent named the Holy Spirit and 85 percent named God while 0 percent
referred to the Father-Son relationship in any way. The preferred terms in discussing
spiritual relationship to God were synchronicity, connection, attunement, interrelated, and
intentional. The scandal of particularity, the teaching that God acts in very particular
times and places throughout history (rather than in universal events) to bring about
salvation, might be in trouble with this new terminology (Oden 21). The issue of
Trinitarian and inclusive terminology has been present within my experience of the
Kansas East Conference events. The Diversity and Advocacy Committee has a mandate
to discuss with any presenter at any conference event any use of patriarchal terminology
or language that is exclusionary to any group of persons. In practicing the avoidance of
exclusion, clergywomen in Kansas might be avoiding the use of particular names and
roles of the persons of God in their conversations. I am always cautious about the future
of theological formulations when large groups begin changing of the names of God as a
matter of protocol.
On another interesting note, both my research review team and I found overtones
of self-deprecation and guilt in the transcriptions. The women repeatedly apologized or
stated that they knew these practices were important but did not practice them effectively
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enough or often enough. Adherence to a rule of practicing formative disciplines in the
morning was claimed by 31 percent of respondents, 23 percent had no set time for their
program of formation. The final 46 percent said they were entirely undisciplined in their
practice of spiritual formation, for which they apologized again and again and again.
Only a single participant was satisfied with her level of disciplinary activity and
described her morning spiritual time as “what gets me through the day.”
Research Question 2 Analysis
Research question 2 asked, “How do KAUM clergywomen experience
dynamism?” The instrument used to explore these practices were the interviews,
specifically parts of questions #1, #2, and #3 (see Appendix E) as follows:
1. Describe the joys and challenges of being a United Methodist Clergy
Woman in Kansas, including how you personally experience these
joys and challenges.
2. Describe your spiritual formation practices and tell how they affect
you physically, emotionally, spiritually, and mentally. What is your
schedule or discipline, if any, for these practices for example do you
practice them daily, do you follow the seasons of the church year, or
do you have a personal rule of life?
3. Have you experienced a dry time spiritually? A period of burnout or
depression that you feel comfortable discussing? Could you tell me
how or if you experienced your new life in Christ through or following
that episode?
The interview questions were designed to establish the joys and challenges inherent in the
ministerial setting, particularly for women, and to isolate expressions of dry or difficult
times in the respondent’s spirituality that would require marshalling emotional
competencies to overcome.
Goleman writes that emotional competencies can be learned, adding that people
are “more likely to be content and effective in their lives” with increased emotional
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competencies (213). This research explored the relationship between the particular
practicing of Wesley’s means of grace and increased dynamism, which might likely
include increased emotional competencies. Once the phenomena of joy, challenge, and
dryness were expressed, a follow-up question asked as to how “new life in Christ” was
experienced through these episodes. An anomaly in language arose in the research that
may have affected the participants’ hearing of this follow-up question, in that, only two
respondents or 15 percent used the name “Christ” in their interviews. As noted earlier;
the women in this study avoided using traditional theological language in referring to the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The question asked about new life in Christ and the
participants responded in terms of connection and attunement. These responses, using
non-traditional language, clearly delineated into two themes. Events in life can be
precursors to feelings of spiritual abandonment or dryness. Formative practice offers the
solution of attunement and connection to the Source.
Precursive Events
The first theme isolated through study of the transcriptions was that precursive
events can lead to feeling a lack of spiritual connection or that a lack of spiritual
connection can lead to a dry time. Nine of thirteen respondents or 69 percent correlated
their spiritual dry times to struggles with ministerial burnout. One woman replied, “I’m in
my fourth year here,... I just feel like spiritually we’re a little dead here. And moving
forward has felt ... like moving through molasses.” Another related, “At ... [church name]
working full-time there and with a family, I struggle right now with energy. And I have a
lot of energy.” One premise of Postrel’s definition of dynamism is that growth is the
result of applying energy and imagination toward the recombination of available
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resources in creative and innovative ways (59-64). These respondents are speaking of the
experience of no longer having the energy necessary to imagine or innovate in their
ministries. This finding also correlates with Zikmund, Lummis and Chang’s research that
the spiritual dimension of the clergywomen's vocation is extremely important to her
experience of balanced, resilient living (119). As their vocational pursuits become less
dynamic, so do their spiritual experiences. Another 23 percent expressed a connection
between spiritual loneliness and hardships encountered in life such as miscarriage,
cancer, overwork, and loss of relationship. In total, 92 percent of responses indicated a
connection between internal spiritual emptiness and external events encountered in the
course of living or working.
Negative Messages.
In respondents’ descriptions of precursors to spiritual dry times a subtheme
emerged of negative messages received and believed by the clergywomen. Three
categories of negative messages emerged as the women related their stories; messages in
the formative years, messages in the community of faith, and messages at or about their
work. The relations of the messages were the most heart-wrenching moments to journey
through. A detailed account of each of these categories follows. I also found it
remarkable how often the women diminished these painful events while speaking about
them. Some of these statements follow: “I wish I could claim more authority better,” or
“there are too many challenges to fight all the battles so I just settle for what I can get
sometimes,” or “it’s my own fault for not being more careful.” One account was
exemplary in describing the manner in which these diminishments occurred. The
respondent said, “I come from a crazy divorced family. Very dysfunctional, and so it was
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always my challenge in my life to have my next generation, my nuclear family, be
functional and normal as possible. Of course, all families are a tad dysfunctional.” She
first claimed her painful experience fully and then subjugated it beneath the umbrella of
everyone else’s experience.
The negative messages from childhood or times of formative experience included
lack of role models, disempowerment as “only boys can do that,” never experiencing God
even though she attended a United Methodist church all her life, being trained from an
early age to make everyone happy, everyone except herself, knowing that mother would
not allow the girls to speak publicly. One woman said her entire life was “learning not to
trust my femininity” due to her father’s desire for a boy child. Another said her mother
“didn’t get the life she wanted,” so her daughters had to become what she could not.
According to the review of literature, proper psychological development requires
mirroring from others held in behavioral tension with internal idealization of value. This
pattern is found in the teaching of Heinz Kohut whose work was viewed through the
writings of Christiane Brems and Neil Pembroke. People act out what is valuable in
common encounters with each other (mirroring). The self witnesses those encounters and
internalizes self-selected value judgments (idealization). Finally, persons develop
behaviors that hold the mirror and the internalized values in tension. When persons enter
into new experiences, such as ministerial service, a new balance must be found between
those internalized idealized values and the mirroring of the current community. As the
tension between the poles of internal ideals and current mirroring increases, the result is
psychological discomfort. Negative messages received and internalized in childhood are
continuing to drain the emotional resources of these women. They are facing the trial of
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living in a community that often reinforces the idealized negative messages rather than
co-opting the positive mirroring option.
The negative messages these clergywomen received in their communities include:
being hated for their beliefs, having assumptions made about theological positions based
on gender, being called feminists, and experiencing an exodus of males from community
organizations when women are elected into leadership. All of these experiences reinforce
the idealized values learned in childhood. One should not be clergy and woman at the
same time.
The negative message received at work included: being told the church did not
want a woman, being told at a hospital visit, “I want to see the real pastor,” being told
women are not supposed to lead churches, being paid less than peers who have less
experience, having to earn the authority to wear the mantle of leadership where males are
given that mantle as soon as they enter a new pulpit. These clergywomen spoke of
working harder and finding that acclimation to each church took longer than they
witnessed in their male counterparts. They also remarked that the Kansas East
Conference seems more welcoming than Kansas West, but both still treat females in
leadership differently than males. Two of these women experienced these messages
firsthand in clergy couple relationships, and one, which I discussed earlier, was
particularly grateful when her husband supported equal treatment even when it meant a
smaller paycheck for him. (He had less experience but was offered an equivalent salary
package in his second year as compared with her package in the fourth year of appointed
service.)
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Solutions
The second theme amplified in the transcriptions was the processes by which the
women found the solution to their spiritual crises. One woman expressed this experience:
“I didn’t even know how to pray. I wasn’t even willing to chair a
committee because I didn’t know how to pray ...a year ago I was about
ready to resign from the church altogether. I didn’t know how I would
make it to Christmas, let alone to the end of my appointment year. But in
the middle of The Great Thanksgiving on Christmas Eve, the fog lifted
and I felt God’s sprit enter me again.”
Just like the relief that came from this Communion service, other participants named
healings as the result of Christian conferencing, devotional reading, “behaving like a
Christian 24/7,” doing service work, being baptized, experiencing God’s presence, and
Scripture were the means of grace that were identified as life generative practices
following a period of spiritual despair. Interaction with others was noted in 38 percent of
experiential expressions to include mentoring or Christian conferencing to be the most
helpful route out of the dark times they were experiencing.
This theme produced two anomalies as well. One woman reported that she never
experienced a dry time spiritually, ever. I noted this report as, perhaps, a product of living
in denial in my field journal. The second anomaly was this undercurrent of unworthiness
again that had been prominent in prior answers. Self-blaming for the precursive events
and descriptions of self-loathing during the depressive experiences was common. The
women stated: “I didn’t think I was worthy of God’s love,” and, “It’s my fault, you know,
if that happens,” or, “It was like I’d lost God somewhere.” The interviewees expressed
personal responsibility for the actions or inactions that led to their spiritual crises at the
rate of 46 percent. These same respondents then immediately attributed the solution
processes to God or to grace. This finding reflects a claiming the negative as self-
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judgment, while, at the same time, giving away any responsibility for the positive piece
of the outcome.
Vocational Salvation
The third theme amplified by the transcriptions was the salvific nature of vocation
or calling. In this study, 54 percent find ministerial service to be salvific in comments
such as this: “After feeling deadened by the things of life, I experience feeling alive again
in Christ when I am in ministry.” Those who experience an integral connection of
spiritually formative practice and vocation numbered 31 percent, specifically finding joy
and rejuvenation in sermon preparation, visitation, funerals and officiating sacraments.
Only 15 percent considered their ministerial responsibilities to be formative or
sacramental because they are called by God to perform them. Considered together, 100
percent of respondents referred to their calling or vocation in questions on formative
practice as anticipated by the overall findings of Zikmund, Lummis and Chang.
Research Question 3 Analysis
Research question 3 asked, “How does the feeling of dynamism exist in
relationship to expressed renewal practices of KAUM clergywomen?” The instrument
used to explore these practices were the interviews, specifically questions #3 and #4 (see
Appendix E). Question 3 inquired, “Have you experienced a dry time spiritually? A
period of burnout or depression that you feel comfortable discussing? Could you tell me
how or if you experienced your new life in Christ through or following that episode?”
Question 4 asked, “Please share your written response to the preinterview question. ‘Is
there a relationship between your spiritual formation practices and the level of spiritual,
emotional, physical and mental energy available to you for coping with life as a Clergy
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Woman.’” This process allowed a comparative understanding of the data to form between
the spoken “on the spot” answer and a more formally drafted written consideration. The
themes that emerged from the analysis of these questions include negative environment,
life received from God, and lack of diligence.
Negative Environment
The first theme to be amplified through the transcriptions was that of the negative
environment within which KAUM appointed women work. One claimed, “Every
morning I breathe is a challenge to the status quo.” One related the deadness of her
congregation and expressed the difficulties involved in moving a dead church. One
highlighted the Conference system as the root of the problem as it is set up to be an
administrative morass. One called it trying to push a rope. One referred to her ministry as
walking through mud and swimming in molasses, it takes a long time and a lot of energy
to get anywhere. Although these comments seem negative listed here, this 62 percent of
respondents expressed them as a mountain climber would express a view of Everest. It
sounded as though this negative environment provided them a challenge which they fully
intended to surmount.
Another view of the negative working environment came from the stand point of
an old wound now healed. They related times of being too busy to practice effective self
care. They spoke of wondering whether they should be in ministry at all with one adding
that the tenth year was so miserable she didn’t think she would survive it. One, in
describing a change in terminology for appointed persons, said she felt like a little animal
the church no longer wanted. They described “life-sucking” appointments and feelings of
emptiness and isolation. This 38 percent of respondents noted that a time of “intentional”
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living in pursuit of God brought them healing and reenergized them for their continuing
ministry.
Life Received from God
A second theme was expressed by 85 percent of the participants when they related
spiritual attunement and the experience of shalom. Shalom is an ancient Hebrew concept
denoting welfare in all areas of life: security, contentment, health, relationship, peace of
mind and heart. Shalom is a living out of dynamism and resiliency. Predominantly, these
discussions began with the relation of times when ministry was at its lowest ebb for them.
As they pursued a process of formative practices, exercise and intentional, continual
prayer, they began to find that their multidimensional roles functioned more effectively.
They attributed experiences of God through a wide range of spiritual practices with a
salvific effect on their ministries as well. This effect saved them no matter how critical or
chaotic their situations had previously appeared. They used descriptors such as renewed,
focused, invigorated, energetic, improved attitude, fuller life, energized and calm. These
encounters with God sent them back into the life-sucking challenges with enough life to
spare. In their responses, 85 percent attributed this newfound peace within a formerly
peace-less environment to their connection with God through intentional spiritually
formative practice.
Lack of Diligence
The third theme is lack of diligence in practicing these behaviors that they know
connect them with the life-giving fountain of the Creator. Ten out of thirteen participants,
77 percent, said they do not do enough practicing until life is falling apart or ministry is
weighing too heavily to bear. I heard words such as these again and again, “I know I
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should make time, but I just don’t do it; I forget to take care of myself; I am almost
completely lost to ministry; I cannot energize myself for ministry, only God can do that.”
Still 77 percent say they know where the water is yet often choose not to go and drink.
Summary
This chapter contains a summary of the major findings of this study. Prominent
themes were amplified through the study of phenomenological expressions of KAUM
clergywomen.
This study found that connection and attunement are common terms in expressing
the interconnected nature of all things and that 85 percent of participants expressed a
connection between spiritual attunement and their experience of shalom. Terminology
seems to have shifted dramatically from traditional Trinitarian formulations to this
connection and attunement model.
This study also found that women can experience particular difficulties in
ministerial settings. Negative environments can be described within which Kansas Area
United Methodist appointed women work.
Those expressing an experience of negativity in their working environments also
noted that God can deliver persons from the draining nature of ministry. In their
responses, all participants (100 percent) found vocation or calling as one path to
experience this deliverance.
Another finding is that precursive events can lead to feeling a lack of spiritual
connection. The women who related these precursive events also diminished the painful
events while speaking about them. In addition, three categories of negative messages
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were noted: negative messages from the formative years, negative messages in the
community, and negative messages at or about work.
Finally, this study found that processes can be established for spiritually formative
practice by which spiritual crises can be resolved, although 77 percent of interviewees
lack diligence in regularly pursuing these processes even when they have successfully
utilized them in the past.
Chapter 5 details my conclusions for this study. Interpretation of the data,
practical applications of the findings, and further study possibilities are included.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This qualitative study examined the phenomenological expressions of appointed
clergywomen in the Kansas Area of the United Methodist Church in order to ascertain
any connections they experience between effective spiritually formative practice and
emotional dynamism. For the purposes of this study, the term dynamism describes a state
of being that exhibits strength, vibrancy, and an ability to marshal emotional and spiritual
forces to provide resilience in the times of life. Spiritually formative practice within this
body of work is theologically located by Wesley’s teaching on the Means of Grace which
defines both acts of piety and acts of mercy as formative. The major findings of this study
are discussed under these four headings: terminology, negative messages, precursive
events to spiritual crisis, and diligent formative practice.
Terminology
The finding that most surprised me and the research team as we collated the data
was the absence of terminology relating to the historic formulations of the Christian
church. Jesus was mentioned fewer times overall than the Holy Spirit, while the name
God was noted by 100 percent of participants as essential to success in ministry. When
discussing their actual formative practices, more women noted a connection with nature
than mentioned God or any of the many biblical names people use to describe God.
Intentionality was the preferred terminology for living in “connection,” but this
connection was not expressly named as “to God.” In fact, two participants, or 23 percent
did not name God in any way as they discussed their formative practice and to what or to
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whom that practice connected them. Attunement, connection, energy, and intentionality
were all common terms.
This language concerns me at several levels. If God is 100 percent necessary for
success and people do not practice formative disciplines to keep in touch with God, then
success in ministry is impossible. These clergywomen clearly connected their ministerial
behavior with God and yet left God’s name out of their terminology. This could indicate
the presence of several considerable problems looming on the horizon. The hateful
rhetoric of the radical right may have turned the name above all names into an epithet.
The desire to please found in the liberal left may be ready to give away the Trinity in
order to get along. The shrinking mainline churches may be so afraid of driving folks
away they are failing to drive home the nature of salvation in Christ alone. Of course, the
worst case scenario is that church teachings have failed to encourage Christian leaders to
develop passionate hearts after Jesus Christ, or that their love for God may have been
stripped away from them in the mires of ministry. Either way, this scenario leaves us with
Christian leaders following a God they do not know how to love, blindly leading
congregations who will not be offered any way to meet the lover of their souls. This
problem needs further scrutiny.
Another level at which this terminology problem presents concern is in the
cooperative nature of experience and tradition in the Wesleyan arm of the postmodern
Christian church. Postrel’s work on dynamism clearly indicates that recombining
resources in new and creative ways is the only way to progress. Dynamism, in her
philosophy, is based on the momentum and materials of the past, understood in the
present, recombined in creative ways toward an evolving future (48-49). If the use of the
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Trinitarian formulation in Christian leaders’ terminology is feared, then Trinitarian
understandings will not become recombined in the brave, new future. Failing to use
God’s names may allow them to fade into the sea of forgotten things, losing the
momentum that has carried theological discussion through the ages. The loss of the
Hebrew, I Am, is a perfect indication of what might happen to Jesus if his name becomes
too holy, embarrassing, particular, or exclusive to speak. I fear a future like the distant
past recorded in 2 Kings 22. The Book of the Law was lost and King Hilkiah did not even
know what he was missing because people had quit looking to God’s Word long before
Hilkiah became king. Allowing Jesus’ name to slip through these cracks in terminology
would be devastating to future generations. Their experience would not be commensurate
with the received tradition, and a quadrilateral understanding of theology would be
crippled.
Another level of concern regarding the loss of the names of God and the
Trinitarian formulations is the speaking of God in culture when people are afraid to speak
God’s name within the body of Christian service. The participants in this study, in most
instances, know me. We went to seminary together or have served on committee work
together. Any who did not know me personally were made aware of my status as an
ordained elder appointed for service in the Kansas East Annual Conference. It feels to me
as though the exclusion of the name of Jesus means that, in the hallowed halls of
ministerial service in Kansas, it is unfashionable to discuss God by name even with
people one knows well. I am guessing the Gregorys of Nyssa and Nazianzus could speak
openly with Bishop (now Saint) Basil about the Trinity even if they feared other schools
of thought. This terminological problem exists in the place where ministers should be
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most secure emotionally. This terminological insecurity seems then to translate to the
church’s witness in a hurting world. I also wonder if this problem with terminology has
arisen in some manner from the years of angry inclusive language debates. The language
with which church leaders refer to God and Christ and the Holy Spirit bears further
scrutiny.
Negative Messages
In defining the problem in Chapter 1, I noted that negative and conflicting
messages regarding the value of women’s contributions to church and society have the
potential to create internal conflict within the clergywoman’s self-concept. Cognition of
all cultural and life experience depends upon the body within which thoughts and
emotions arise. Therefore, clergy in women’s bodies must find competencies that allow
them to rehearse positive self-imaging, even in negative environments, while sorting
through and removing negative self-talk. The clergywomen interviewed in this study
were still struggling with negative messages, negative environments, and negative selftalk, including self-diminishing conversation. The participants noted, at the rate of 100
percent, experiencing the effects of a life riddled with negative message opportunities,
but always mentioned these difficulties as an underlying reality within another answer
rather than as a direct response.
This last point seems the most noteworthy reaction to negative messaging
encountered in this study. When asked directly about situational difficulties in life or
ministry, these clergywomen spoke hopefully and indicated a healthy engagement with
the joy of their work. Underlying many of their other responses were self-effacing, selfdeprecating comments and stories that appear to indicate deep levels of emotional and
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psychological woundedness. These stories were clearly mapped throughout the life
experiences of the participants, from childhood through communities and at work.
Tales of childhood wounding expressed a lack of role models and
disempowerment opportunities based on gender. No women were present in the
profession to look up to and pattern one’s life after. If a woman were ill-advised enough
to speak in the public sanctuaries, she was not well spoken of. “Only boys are allowed to
do that” one clergywoman was told. This difficulty with role modeling has left deep selfidentity issues within the clergywomen interviewed. These participants referred to
themselves as “without authority” and unable to assume the male qualities required of the
profession. The mantle of leadership, the woman said, passes easily to men, but less
easily to the Clergywoman. Listening to these women wishing for a better voice, a
stronger vision, more leadership ability or task orientation felt like a form of
homesickness, like they had almost, but not quite, reached the place where they would be
completely safe. A continuous flow of apologies arose in each interview, reminding me
that these strong, capable women were afraid to stand confident in the clergy role within
which they operated on a daily basis.
Since the late 1950s, the United Methodist Church formally affirms women in
ministry at every level and encourages the giving of gifts received by the Holy Spirit.
This affirmation extends to every bit of printed literature in the United Methodist system.
In actual practice, though, clergywomen have been taught from their earliest experience
that speaking as God’s oracle in the pulpit is a masculine work requiring masculine skills.
The participants in this study echoed Creegan and Pohl when Pohl describes a moment
when she was walking home from the youth group she was leading: “I remember
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thinking ... ‘If I were a boy, I could become a pastor.’” (19) Even though women are
being appointed to service in this capacity, their hearts have not been healed of this
teaching that the femininity is not pastoral and congregations are not always ready to
receive or are even openly resistant to receiving a woman pastor.
This finding in these interviews supports the understanding of the problem as
expressed in Chapter 1. I described the work of Belenky et al. wherein they researched a
male-dominated pedagogy intrinsic to many educational structures in the U. S. When
women experienced difficulty learning in these pro-masculine environments, they were
perceived as less effective and therefore less valuable than their male counterparts. Thus
a women’s way, according to Belenky et al., is devalued and female voices are thereby
silenced (19). The women I interviewed are still living under the weight of being judged
by male-oriented standards without proper role models or edifying messages to aid them
in cherishing rather than deprecating their own voices or identities.
Another way these clergywomen received negative messages was by way of
persons making assumptions about the clergywomen based solely on their gender. “I was
hated for my beliefs,” one woman said, “but they never asked me what my beliefs were.”
As noted in Chapter 4, these clergywomen were also called feminists and were
abandoned by male colleagues when they tried to participate in community organizations
and ministerial alliances. This system of negativity in their communities led these women
into more and more isolated places. Theologically conservative women clergy are not
fully accepted by ordained males with whom they are theologically attuned, nor are they
fully accepted by ordained females who hold more liberal or radical feminists theologies.
Isolation is a particularly dangerous place for clergy burnout. I noted in the literature
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review that people need a place to meet weekly to share concerns, to discuss formative
practices, to reflect theologically on God’s mission for redemption, and to pray. The
Alban Institute noted that persons with effective personal relationships had lower
incidence of depression and burnout. Negative messages from the community are placing
clergywomen in a perilous position of isolation that, research has proven, contributes to
persons opting for early withdrawal from ministerial service. It bears remembering that
42.2 percent of clergywomen in Kansas opted for withdrawal within ten years of
beginning service (“United Methodist Clergywomen”). Further scrutiny should be given
to the nature and long-term effect of incorrect assumptions being foisted upon the human
person.
The final place of dominant negative messaging is at work in the church. Women
are told they are not supposed to lead churches. They are reminded that they are not real
pastors. They are called names such as “broad” and are accused of being pushy when
they practice assertiveness. These clergywomen spoke of working harder and earning less
money. The female seminarians operating as the research review team for this research
project noted an expectation of clergywomen to work harder for less money. These
negative messages were expected as our early research warned us that church service was
unfairly weighted toward male pastors. Sadly, the negative messages were an ever
present undercurrent in every conversation. Speaking of negative messages at work was
more common than referencing God in this study. This wounding is overtaking the ability
to pursue spiritual and emotional formation by locking clergywomen into isolated,
negative places from whence they can marshal little or no dynamism for living.
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Work place sexism has been against the law in the United States for about a
quarter century. Society recognizes that it is damaging and unfair. This issue does not
need to be studied any further; something needs to be done. To improve the situation in
the KAUM, these two conferences need to aid in future development of clergywomen by
providing some much needed positive messaging. These messages need to be more than
the standard “all pastors work hard” party line. Role modeling classes need to be
developed to provide the younger generation with someone to whom they can look up
unapologetically. Churches and ministerial alliances must be held accountable for
isolating clergywomen and then complaining about their ineffectiveness. If a ministerial
alliance wishes to live out sexism, then the KAUM conferences need to establish
alternate opportunities for Christian conference to prevent the awful outcome of isolation
on the human individual living inside each clergywoman. If church members call their
pastor a “broad,” steps should be taken to educate that congregation in proper relationship
with the pastor.
Precursive Events to Spiritual Crisis
Nine of thirteen respondents or 69 percent correlated their spiritual dry times to
struggles with ministerial burnout. A connection was expressed by 23 percent of
interviewees between spiritual loneliness and hardships encountered in life such as
miscarriage, cancer, overwork and loss of relationship. In total, 92 percent of responses
indicated a connection between internal spiritual emptiness and external events
encountered in the course of living or working. These statistics are compounded by an
overall diminishment of the painful nature of these precursive episodes. For instance, one
woman spoke tearfully about the pain of a miscarriage. After several minutes of relating
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the extreme woundedness that interfered with her formative practice and even her
relationship with God, she said, “It’s no worse than anyone else, though.” Many of these
women expressed difficult times in ministerial settings only to end their sentences by
noting that men struggle in ministry, too.
Interesting and important research could be done to investigate the nature and
duration of precursive events and their overall effect on long-term faith formation. Do
events start from or result in spiritual dry times, or both? Does a correlation exist between
the strength of faith and the occurrence of a precursive event or dry time? Does the
formative routine change as the dryness begins, continues, ends? An assumption occurs
here that difficult events strengthen human beings. Look into how these events can be
harnessed for that strength rather than diminished as no big deal could provide for fruitful
study.
I would also like to see work done that compares and contrasts the effects of
challenging events in life across the genders. What plausibility exists that a woman’s
relational way of being will cause life events to take on greater significance in her overall
well-being? Do men suppress feelings in challenging situations, thereby increasing a
buildup of difficult emotions? Can a correlation be measured between the depth of a
person’s struggle and the manner in which they live into their gender role? Certainly all
persons feel the events of life deeply, but how do these events shape people in faith and
across genders?
Diligent Formative Practice
In this study, clergywomen expressed a lack of diligence in practicing spiritually
formative practices. In this study, 77 percent of the participants, ten out of thirteen, said
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they do not do enough practicing until life is falling apart or ministry is weighing too
heavily to bear. All the women interviewed noted that practicing faith improves life, yet
they simply chose not to participate in that which improves life until they joy of life had
slipped away.
At Asbury Seminary I experienced contact with a Lily grant program called
Seminarius. The seminary is conjoining faith and practice to teach continual growth and
development throughout the ministry lifestyle. Although this program takes an admirable
step, I do not believe it is enough. Just as the Kansas conferences need to become
proactive against sexism, seminaries need to become proactive in teaching vital piety as
practical renewal. Daily faith development is the singular indispensible tool for ministers
of the good news of Jesus Christ.
During my seminary tenure, I was too busy reading, writing, and working as a
student pastor to make room for godly practice. After a few years of ministerial practice,
I experienced a horrible illness. I had no boundaries in my mission. I pursued no practices
to refill my spirit. I used up all I had to give, and then used up some more, and then I was
sick. I could not do any ministry at all. I required a few months of working part-time and
a couple surgeries to recover from the damage I had inflicted on myself. Sabbath now
occupies my Mondays. Bible reading takes me away every day. Prayer is my closest
companion. Tithe is my commitment. Kindness evangelism is my pathway.
Seminaries have an obligation to their students to see that my experience is not
repeated in the lives of upcoming ministers. Effective formational practice can be taught
before ministries (or ministers) are lost. Classes must be taught on the long-range effects
of losing relationship with God. Pastors can be sought out for lectureships to discuss the
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emptiness of ministry when one fails to maintain a prayer connection. Programs such as
Seminarius need to be expanded into the arena of graded courses. Grades let students
know they are doing something important. None should graduate from seminary until
they have been taught to read and pray and serve the poor and find devotional materials
and name the books of the Bible in order and spelled correctly. Courses could be offered
in prayer walking, labyrinths, meditation in the early Church, scourging in medieval
monasteries, and mission work. The time has come to insist on vital piety in seminary.
Limitations of the Study
As I reviewed the findings of this study, I considered several limitations. First was
the regional location. Kansas is in the Bible belt, but its two conferences lie on opposing
ends of the conservative-liberal spectrum. Most news reports call Kansans socially
conservative in their values relating to family and relationships. I have experienced the
Kansas East Conference to be the more theologically liberal of the two Kansas
conferences. The population of this state is relatively static and the rural areas are
particularly static. Persons are outsiders in Kansas communities for three generations
ensuring the reality that itinerant pastors will remain outsiders throughout their careers.
Directions are often given using the name of someone who established themselves in the
community some time before. For instance, to give someone directions to my house, I
have to tell them to turn at Aunt Olive’s house. Olive has been dead for a number of
years, but that was the house she died in, and it will be her house until another well-loved
community member dies there.
A second limitation connected to the Kansas region was the lack of ethnic
diversity among the participants. The “United Methodist Clergywomen Retention Study”
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included statistics on other ethnic communities and published several findings on the
differences between diverse ethnicities.
A third limitation was the voluntary nature of participation. Of the 229 women
listed in the appointments database, only thirteen actually participated in the interview
process and sixteen months time passed arranging those interviews. As a KAUM
clergywoman I experience lots of opportunities that I must turn down due to a lack of
time availability or due to geographic distance concerns. If asked to volunteer for a
similar study that was taking place in Great Bend, Kansas, I would not participate due to
the inordinate amount of driving time that would be required. I believe the voluntary
nature of the randomized sample could have affected the total voices that were available
for this study.
A fourth limitation is my personal connection with the participants. The literature
review showed that women are predominantly relationally driven in communication with
others. Knowing me personally would invite participants to tell me their interpretations of
what I wanted to hear. This study could be redone with a paper instrument required by
the Episcopal Office to answer the first three limitations.
The final limitation of this study is the inherent reliability and validity of
qualitative research. I tried to control these issues by utilizing properly formulated
questions specifically designed for this phenomenological approach, a field journal, and a
written response in addition to the spoken interviews.
Suggestions for Further Study
In addition to my suggestions for educational programs in seminaries regarding
formational practice, and for the Kansas Area Episcopal offices to provide education and
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support practices for clergy in women’s bodies, several avenues for further research can
be suggested. I found no other studies in the correlation of formative practice and
clergywomen and, as a baseline; this study leads to other needed baselines. First, I would
suggest a similar instrument be utilized with male clergy in Kansas. Because the research
only spoke to women, I heard many questions that I could not answer about the nature of
clergymen’s relationship to effective spiritual formation. The questions about why I did
not consider men in my study occurred so often that I found myself resentful as more and
more conference-related individuals asked me about the statistics for men.
A second possibility would be to study the effects of years of inclusive language
on the Trinitarian formulation, which was effectively absent in the interviews in this
study. The distinctions between Kansas East and Kansas West were clearest in their
conversations including the name (or names) of God. I would be fascinated to see how
the attempts to level the societal playing field for women have altered the fundamental
manners of understanding God biblically and theologically.
Another opportunity for future study would be the effect of fear on the psyche of
effective, caring, resilient professionals over the course of time. I found many different
fears at several levels in the process. How does long-term exposure to fear affect the
human person? Are negative environs generating a fear that is wounding the psyche in
such a way as to make the brain dysfunctional? Is the fear factor altering the brain
chemistry in the same ways that post traumatic stress disorder or combat service does?
Can the depression and alienation experienced in the tenth year of ministry (the year most
people quit before) be the result of the negative effects of fear on human physiology?
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Another possibility for future study could include a quantitative instrument to
establish how disconnected theoretical understandings of the doctrine of the Means of
Grace are from actual practice of these Means among United Methodist clergywomen.
This study found that 100 percent of respondents identified spiritually formative practice
as effective in improving their lives. This study also found that these same respondents,
more often than not, expressed a failure to remain faithful to their own formation in
Jesus, the Christ of God by the power of his Holy Spirit. It became obvious that these
participants recognized a relationship between practicing the Means of Grace and
experiencing the dynamism of the power of God in their lives. Even with this realization,
they chose not to claim God’s dynamism by their participation. This disconnect could be
studied further.
Moving this study and the studies of male clergy into other geographic areas
could provide a fruitful comparison for generalizability of results.
Conclusion
The purpose of this research project was to explore the relationship between
personal and corporate renewal practices and the dynamism of clergywomen within the
Kansas Area of the United Methodist Church. This study found that women in ministry
are still experiencing negative messages and environments. We learned that Kansas Area
United Methodist clergywomen attest to the effective practice of spiritual formation and
that these practices can improve one’s relationship with God. Prior research established
that a healthy relationship with God improves self-image, increases effectiveness, and
can remind clergywomen of the greater nature of things outside the isolative environs of
pastoral ministry. This study found that clergywomen in Kansas can describe
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phenomenologically how the practice of effective spiritual formation increases their
experience of dynamism.
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APPENDIX A
PRE-INTERVIEW INQUIRY PACKET
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my dissertation project. I am grateful for
the stories that you will share with me, stories I am certain will inspire me and offer
opportunities for us to learn and grow.
An informed consent page is included in this packet which will serve to formalize
our relationship for this venture. This signed form is required in order to continue with
the actual interview. Our interview together can be accomplished at Conference events, at
your parish, or at mine or anywhere else we may want to schedule it. We could also
arrange a telephone interview if getting together becomes too difficult. The final option
for participation if all scheduling attempts fail would be written responses tendered
through email, but that would lack the voice that this project ultimately seeks to engage.
In preparation for our time together I would ask you to complete the enclosed
demographics information form, the informed consent form, and begin thinking about the
following questions. These are not the actual interview questions; those appear on page 4
of this packet. These are intended merely as thought provocation.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why did you decide to begin appointive ministry?
What do you do to enhance or deepen your spiritual walk?
Do you experience times of “dryness” in your spiritual practices?
How do you cope with the stresses inherent in being clergy? In being a
clergywoman?
5. How have you experienced the responses of others to you as a woman
clergyperson, as the “lady” pastor?
6. Do the attitudes of others affect your sense of personal and spiritual well-being? If
yes, in what ways?
If you would like to write out answers for the above questions to prepare yourself
for the interview, please feel free to do so. Written responses to the above questions are
not required for the project. When we spoke on the phone about this study I did request
that you provide one written response which is for the question you will find in bold type
below. Please bring this written answer to the interview with you, or send it to me with
the other documents by email at tellmindy@yahoo.com any time between now and the
scheduled interview. There is no minimum or maximum length for your written reply.
Please relate your own experience as fully as you choose to do so.
The question to be answered in writing is this: Is there a relationship between
your spiritual formation practices and the level of spiritual, emotional, physical and
mental energy available to you for coping with life as a Clergy Woman?
In Christ,
Mindy Johnson
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHICS INFORMATION FORM
This information will be used solely to assist in the interpretation and collation of data.
You may choose not to answer any question at any time.
Age?

Ethnicity?

Level of Education?

Conference relationship/ministry status?

Years in ministry?

How many appointments have you accepted?

Have you taken a leave of absence and if so, why?

If appointive ministry is not your first career, what previous positions have you held?

Are you in a committed relationship?

What type relationship?

How many children, if any, do you have?
List their age(s)/gender(s) please.

Do you have information on your personality type?
How would you define your personality type?

How long?
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APPENDIX C
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
I am willing to be a participant in the “Learning Resiliency” project as explained
to me by Mindy Johnson, the conductor of the research. I agree to participate in a single
tape recorded interview (not to exceed one hour) and to provide one written response to a
related question. I understand that my identity will remain confidential. I have been
informed that I may choose to have the tape recording delivered to me or destroyed
following the completion of the project. I am aware that I may discontinue my
participation at any time.
With these understandings, I am willing to participate (please initial) ________ .
Name__________________________________________________________
Phone Numbers__________________________________________________
E-mail Address__________________________________________________
Appointive location_______________________________________________
Please return email this completed form or have it with you at the interview meeting.
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APPENDIX D
THE INTERVIEW SESSION
Allow several minutes to address physical comfort issues (restroom, cool drink,
coat storage), then sit in a comfortable setting and share polite conversation. At a natural
lull, begin the discussion as to the actual process of the interview.
On the phone, we arranged this time to come together and record some of your
experiences as a clergywoman as your contribution to my Doctor of Ministry dissertation
project. Please know that you can ask any questions that you might have, at any time. If
something in the interview touches you deeply, or if you experience any confusion, we
can stop the work until you feel comfortable in continuing. I am honored and grateful that
you are willing to share your time, energy, and wisdom with me today.
The process we will use is fairly straightforward. I will ask you four questions. I
will tape record your answers, so I can have an accurate account of our conversation.
The tape will be used only for the purpose of completing this dissertation project. At the
conclusion of the study, I can mail the tape to you or destroy it. Which would you prefer
me to do, mail it to you or destroy it? [wait for answer] OK, I’ll get that taken care of. In
order to continue, I need to receive a signed “Informed Consent” form from you. I have
one here, or did you bring the one from your pre-interview packet? (Telephone interviews
will require a mailed or e-mailed document.) All right, then that is all the information I
have to share. Do you have any questions? Good, then, I have several. Here is a copy of
the questions I will be asking you.
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APPENDIX E
QUESTIONS FOR THE INTERVIEW
1. Describe the joys and challenges of being a United Methodist Clergy Woman
in Kansas, including how you personally experience these joys and
challenges.
2. Describe your spiritual formation practices and tell how they affect you
physically, emotionally, spiritually, and mentally. What is your schedule or
discipline, if any, for these practices for example do you practice them daily,
do you follow the seasons of the church year, or do you have a personal Rule
of Life?
3. Have you experienced a dry time spiritually? A period of burnout or
depression that you feel comfortable discussing? Could you tell me how or if
you experienced your new life in Christ through or following that episode?
4. Please share your written response to the pre-interview question that you
brought with you today.
If the written response has not been received, I will be prepared with paper and
pencil, to offer time to write or to express any conversation about the choice not to
write the answer to the mailed out written response question.
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